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AAcckknnoowwlleeddggeemmeennttss

"Water"

The rain is plenteous but, by God's decree,
Only a third is meant for you and me;

Two-thirds are taken by the growing things
Or vanish Heavenward on vapour's wings:

Nor does it mathematically fall
With social equity on one and all.
The population's habit is to grow

In every region where the water's low:
Nature is blamed for failings that are Man's,

And well-run rivers have to change their plans.

Sir Alan Herbert
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AAbbssttrraacctt

The objective of this master’s thesis was to investigate the feasibility of using warm, humid
air for subsurface irrigation and drinking water production. By letting air flow over the water
surface in a solar still with saline or polluted water, vapour mixed with the air and saturated it.
The vapour-saturated airflow was conducted down into buried pipes, where the air gradually
cooled and the water precipitated along the pipe surface. For the irrigation system, drainage
pipes were used, in which the condensed water penetrated the slits out to the soil. Replacing
the drainage pipes with common PVC-pipes resulted in a system for drinking-water
production, where the condensed water could be collected at the end of the pipes. For driving
the air through the pipes, a fan was used in the irrigation system and a solar chimney in the
drinking-water system. To visualise the cooling process in a buried pipe and the temperature
distribution in the soil, a small-scale field test was conducted at the Çukurova University in
Adana, Turkey. A secondary purpose of the test was to get a feeling for the planning and
execution process of a field experiment. The designed irrigation system was found to be
water-efficient, involve little transportation and be a sustainable solution. In addition, the
economic estimations showed that condensation irrigation system has the potential of being
competitive with traditional irrigation methods.

Keywords: Condensation, Irrigation, Desalination, Solar still, Water, Air, Humid, Solar

Chimney.
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SSyymmbboollss

Variables

A Surface area of the solar still m2

Bi Biot
c Velocity of the air m/s
CNaCl Amount of sodium-chloride in the water kg/m3

cp Specific heat at constant pressure J/kg,K
D Diameter m
DAB Diffusion coefficient between water and air m2/s
EC Electricity Price SEK/kWh
f Friction factor
Fo Fourier number
g Gravity constant m/s2

H Supply of irrigation water mm/ m2,day
h Geodetic height of the pipe m
h Convection coefficient W/m2,K
hfg Latent heat of vaporisation J/kg
hm Convection mass transfer coefficient m/s
I Estimated irrigation days per season days
k Heat conductivity coefficient W/m,K
L Length of the pipe m
Le Lewis number
m Mass kg
N Number of drainage pipes attached to the main pipe
Nu Nusselt number
P Effect W
p Pressure Pa
Pr Prandtl number
q Heat flux W
r Radius m
R Universal gas constant J/kg,K
Re Reynolds number
S Distance between two drainage pipes m
SADC Specific Annual Depreciation Cost SEK/m3

SFEC Specific Fan Electricity Price SEK/m3

T Temperature °C
TADC Total Annual Depreciation Cost SEK/year
TSAC Total Specific Annual Cost SEK/m3

U Overall heat transfer coefficient W/m2,K
W Specific Energy Consumption Wh/m3

V Volume m3

x Absolute humidity kg water/kg dry air
z Length of an interval m
∆Cp Difference in wind pressure coefficient between inlet and outlet
∆p Pressure loss Pa
∆t Time step s
∆T Difference between the  air and surface temperatures °C
∆x Distance between two nodes in the soil m
α Thermal diffusivity m2/s
η Efficiency of the fan %
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ϕ Relative humidity %RH
ν Kinematic viscosity of the air m2/s
ρ Density kg/m3

ξ Ramification loss factor
ζ Inlet loss factor

Subscripts

0, 20, 80 distance in metres from the pipe inlet
1 entrance to the drainage pipe
2 outlet from the drainage pipes
∞ ambient outside air
a, b, c, d names for the nodes in the soil
a humid air
acc acceleration
area change in area inside the pipe
bend pipe bend
c condensation
ch chimney
conv convection
D Diameter of the pipe
d drainage pipe
da dry air
e evaporated water
f friction
fan fan
h inclination of the pipe
i inlet
in inlet effects
j arbitrary node in the soil
m main pipe
n entrance to prevailing interval
n+1 outlet of prevailing interval
o outlet
out outgoing from the pipe in the radial direction
p pipe
ram ramification
s surface of the pipe
sat saturated
soil soil
sun sun
tot total
v vapour
wind wind

Superscripts and overbars

' per unit meter
" per unit area
t time
∆t time step
? flow
¯ average
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11..  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn

Take a look at the earth with all its wonders. See the vast oceans surrounding the continents.

See the glittering lakes and the winding rivers, constantly flowing, constantly reborn by rain

or snow. At first, it might be hard to see that water could possibly be found wanting here. A

closer look will however alter that impression.

Since the beginning of times, the available water on earth has always been constant in

volume, and is so today. Consequently, with increasing number of organisms on the planet,

each individual is given less water for its survival.

During evolution, the inventive human has made use of the laws of nature in order to simplify

her own advancement. Far too often side effects and long-term after-effects have been

overlooked in the process. When learning the art of irrigation for better yields, no

considerations for the risk of degradation were taken. Sensitive areas were thereby worn-out

and sometimes devastated. The ruined land was then abandoned by its people for new,

untouched areas.

Nowadays, there are no more new areas to exploit and the health of the arable lands in arid

and semiarid areas are worsening. To blame is the traditional irrigation technique, involving

excess irrigation by for example flooding, and the overuse of the fields, which deprives it

from its necessary fallow-periods.

The suggested desalination irrigation system offers a way of irrigating saline-free water

directly at the root-zone, which makes the water-use more effective. By using a solar still for

saturating air with evaporated ocean-water, the humid air can then be used for irrigation by

leading it down into buried drainage pipes. When flowing through the pipe, the air is cooled

by the cooler surrounding and the vapour precipitates on the pipe’s inner wall. The condensed

water is then free to penetrate the slits in the drainage pipe and into the soil.
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By using the same technique as for the irrigation system, drinking-water may be extracted if

the drainage pipe is replaced by a common PVC-pipe. The condensed water can then be

collected at the end of the pipe.

Figure1.1: Sketch of the irrigation system. Ambient outside air enters the solar still and is warmed and
humidified before going into the drainage pipes. Along the pipe, vapour condenses and the surrounding soil is
irrigated.

Previous works on this subject have been performed. In 1986, Widegren performed

preliminary studies for a condensation irrigation system, where 200 pipes with the length and

diameter of 50 m and 0.1 m, respectively irrigated 1 ha. The humid airflow was driven by a

fan with a power demand of 3 – 10 kW (Widegren, M. 1986).

A small-scale condensation irrigation plant was constructed for a greenhouse in Övertorneå,

Sweden. Warm, humid air was conducted through drainage pipes, buried under cucumber

plants. The idea was to level the diurnal temperature difference in the greenhouse during the

summer, to dehumidify the air, and aerate and water the compost soil. This heating of the soil

speeded the composting and advanced the start of the growing season. The system has been

successfully in operation since 1987 (Nordell, B. 1987).

A Swiss company constructed another condensation irrigation plant in 1993. In this plant the

evaporation of seawater was done in solar heated plastic tubes, while drainage pipes buried in

the root zone of the tomato plants effected the condensation. The water consumption was

reduced to half of the normal use for tomatoes. The prime energy consumption was 14

kWh/m3 of irrigated water (Hausherr, B., Ruess, K. 1993).

SOLAR STILL

FAN

BURIED DRAINAGE PIPE

DRY AIR
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11..11  OObbjjeeccttiivvee,,  DDeelliimmiittaattiioonn  &&  MMeetthhoodd

The main objective in this Master Thesis was to investigate whether distilled saline or

polluted water could be used for irrigation or drinking water production. By humidifying air

in a solar still, the vapour-saturated air could then be used as a transport-medium for the water

inside buried drainage pipes or ordinary pipes. As the air was cooled in the ground, the vapour

precipitated as freshwater on the inner walls of the pipes. The possibilities for creating a self-

induced flow through the pipes by means of a solar chimney was also studied for both

systems and a feasibility study for a subsurface condensation irrigation construction was

designed, using a fan for driving pressure.

In the thesis three major delimitation were made.

ü Only thorough calculations for processes inside the pipe and the temperature distribution

in the soil were conducted and, as a consequence, the air penetration in the soil was

neglected.

ü The gradual heating of the ground was only studied for a 24-hour period, which leads to a

lack of knowledge about the long-term warming process.

ü The humidification of the air was only briefly studied, and closer in-sight to the problem

concerning finding a suitable implement for the humidification of air are left for future

studies.

In order to achieve the objectives in this study, the physics involved was at first investigated.

Making use of this knowledge, calculations were made for the cooling process in the pipes,

the heating process in the soil and the construction design. The problems and consequences of

the current irrigation methods were later on also examined and discussed. A large part of the

project time was spent at the Çukurova University in Adana, Turkey, conducting a small-scale

field experiment. The purpose of this was to illustrate the cooling process of humid air in an

ordinary PVC-pipe and a drainage pipe.
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11..22  HHiissttoorryy  ooff  IIrrrriiggaattiioonn

During the evolution of mankind, certain turning points have occurred, that has paved the way

for our technological way of life today. Just as learning how to use tools was conditional for

becoming successful hunters, the initiation of irrigation marks the ending of the nomad era

and the beginning of the development towards our modern society.

Around rivers with distinctively arable lands, communities and cultures emerged and

prospered from the riches of the farmlands. The earliest culture centres of this so called high

farming were located around the Huang-ho River in China, the Tigris and Euphrates in the old

Mesopotamia and in Egypt along the Nile. From these centres the knowledge of irrigation,

religion and even bureaucracy were spread around the world.

The art of irrigation reached Mesopotamia,  “the cradle of life”, around 4000 BC, but it wasn’t

until 2 000 years later, when Hammurabi ruled as a king over the Sumerians in Babylon, the

technique of artificial large-scale irrigation was invented. By conducting water from the

Euphrates by means of canals built of sunburnt brick and asphalt, vast areas could now be

irrigated. These canals were strictly controlled by “the codes of Hammurabi”, which listed

several laws and punishments for negligence of the irrigation system and water theft. In these

laws it was stated that if a farmer mismanaged his owning and thereby caused damage to his

neighbour’s irrigation system, he had to pay compensation or work as a slave.

In spite of the order and efficiency in the Mesopotamian agriculture, the land was gradually

degraded due to salinization. By interpreting the cuneiform tablets found in the area it is

possible to follow the course of events during this period. Wheat requires a high soil quality,

while corn is not as salt sensitive. In 2400 BC, 16.3% of the harvest consisted of wheat, and

only a hundred years later it represented 3.1%. The fertility of the soil was also seriously

affected: in 2400 BC one hectare yielded 2.6 m3 of grains, 300 years later the number was

1.46 m3, and in the year 1700 BC, only 0.9 m3 of grain was harvested per hectare of the land.
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During this period, magnificent construction works were built of which the queen Semiramis’

hanging gardens, one of the world’s seven wonders, is a splendid example. Later invasions of

Babylon by Persians, Mongolians and Ottomans, gradually destroyed the constructions and

irrigation canals, leading to a degradation of the land.

Figure 1.1: The legendary hanging gardens
of Babylon from 500 BC.

At the same time as Hammurabi ruled in Mesopotamia, the first reservoirs were built in

Fayoum, Egypt, where the water was gathered during August and September, and released

during the period from January to May, when the water was low in the Nile. Irrigation was

then conducted by letting the Nile overflow its banks and percolate the soil on its sides. Lots

of silt was deposited in the process, which served as nutrition for the crop. In the middle of

the 20th century the high dam, and accordingly lake Nasser, was created, for the purpose of

being able to irrigate the whole year round. The embankment has given rise to many negative

effects, such as less nutritious water downstream and erosion and saltwater intrusion in the

delta region.
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It is a quite interesting fact that the destruction of the earth was observed already in ancient

times. Already in 50 AC Columella wrote twelve books about the roman agriculture. His

conclusion about the human spirit is very up to date: “Most people actually strive for gaining

the greatest possible harvest in the shortest possible time. They have no concern about the

future, and live their lives day by day, without a thought about coming generations.”

The Roman Empire has always been famous for its ability to handle water. At the height of

the Empire, citizens of Rome had access to as much water as many of the industrialised

countries today. Due to an innovative layout of pipes and aqueducts, water could be brought

in from far away to the big city for the need and pleasure of its people. The Roman Empire

was also one of the most land destroying cultures in their time. In order to supply the army

with hides and meat, the grazing lands were abused to their limits and the forests were cut

down in order to build roads and make coal for the iron production. If the resources in one

part of the empire were emptied, the production was just moved to the next.

When considering Greece, steep, bare hills with fruitful valleys immediately springs to mind.

However, this has not always been the picture. During the Bronze Age it is believed that big

forests of ironwood and holly covered the slopes. These were probably cut down during the

classical antique to make room for more cultivation land, which proved to be a fatal mistake.

With nothing to hold back the former root-bound soil, it was soon washed away, leaving only

the nude, barren rocks. Plato recognised this erosion problem as a man-induced occurrence,

and in one of his famous passages in Kritias III he writes: “The soil that poured down from

the heights has disappeared into the depths… As long as the land stayed undamaged, the

mountains were high hills of humus, and the plains that now go under the name ‘the stone-

bounded’ were filled with fat soil. And on the mountains there grew forests, whereupon

distinct evidence are still visual today. For although some of the mountains nowadays are only

capable of nursing bees, long times have not passed since there still was healthy beams for the

roofs, cut in these forests, suitable for mighty buildings. There, also high and noble fruit trees

and rich pastures for the cattle grew. And the land could every year rejoice at the rain from the

sky of Zeus, and it was not, as now, washed away from the bare ground into the ocean.”
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22..  WWaatteerr  RReessoouurrcceess  iinn  tthhee  WWoorrlldd

Water moves continuously through the atmosphere, the ground and the organisms inhabiting

the world. Its presence is masked in different forms and phases; as surface- or groundwater, as

sweet- or saltwater, as ice, water or vapour. Despite the never-ending circulation, the water

distribution is in a constant equilibrium and each part of the ecosystem receives its due.

Of all the existing water on earth 97.5% is saline, as 71% of the earth is covered with oceans.

The remaining 2.5% of the global water is freshwater of which two thirds is mostly bound as

glaciers in the Arctic and Antarctic, figure 2.1.

Freshwater

Ice & snow, 69% Groundwater 30%

Other, 1%

Rivers, 0.5% Lakes, 26%

Atmospheric
humidity, 3%Soil water, 20%

Marshlands, permafrost,
organisms, 50.5%

Figure 2.1: Global distribution of the available freshwater.

In the global circulation of freshwater about 35 000 – 40 000 km3 is available for plants and

animals. This amount must also maintain water levels in marshlands, groundwater, rivers, etc.

Taking all factors into consideration, only 12 000 – 14 000 km3 of freshwater remains for

satisfying human needs in agriculture, industries and homes.
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22..11  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  WWaatteerr  DDiissttrriibbuuttiioonn

Today, there are about 6.5 billion people in the world. This means that if the freshwater-

supply was equally shared, there would be 2 150 m3 of freshwater available for each person

and year. Not surprisingly, this water is far from evenly distributed. The figure 2.2 below

shows the available water in some representative countries.

700 M321000 M3 3300 M3 1500 M3

SCANDINAVIA CHINA,INDIA,
ENGLAND

POLAND EGYPT

AVAILABLE VOLUME OF FRESH WATER
PER CAPITA AND YEAR

Figure 2.2: The water distribution between different countries.

Today, there are around 25 countries in the world suffering from a chronic lack of water (less

than 1 000 m3/cap,year) and more than 30 countries are seriously water-stressed (less than

1 700 m3/cap,year). To put it another way; there are today more than one billion humans

lacking clean drinking water, and more than two and a half billion with not enough water for

sanitary needs. Many people are consequently forced to drink bad water, exposing themselves

to lethal danger. As a consequence, every year six million children under the age of five, who

are extra sensitive, dies from diarrhoea. In the countries with water shortage, 80% of all

illness, and more than 30% of all deaths, are caused by the usage of unhealthy water.

Since the 1950’s the world’s population has increased from 2.6 billion people to today’s 6.2

billion. This incredible increase has mainly occurred in the developing countries, where the

water already is scarce. According to recent predictions, the world population will continue to

increase to 10.2 billion during the next fifty years. If this should happen, 67%, i.e. 6.8 billions,

of these would experience some sort of water stress.
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Most areas with water scarcity are located in developing countries, but also industrialised

countries are nowadays experiencing problems with their drinking water supply. Making

water use more effective is one of the most important tasks today. In many countries over

30% of the domestic water is lost during transportation through poorly maintained distribution

systems. In Mexico City water-losses are so high that they alone could support a city the size

of Rome, but even in modern systems losses around 10-20% are not uncommon.

Generally, 69% of the total available water is used in agriculture, 23% in industry and 8% are

used in the households, but these numbers varies significantly between industrial and

developing countries and with latitude, as illustrated in the figure 2.3 below.

COUNTRY PUBLIC INDUSTRY ELECTRIC COOLING IRRIGATION

CANADA 13% 39% 39% 10%

USA 10% 11% 38% 41%

FINLAND 7% 85% 0% 8%

POLAND 14% 21% 40% 25%

INDIA 3% 1% 3% 93%

EGYPT 1% 0% 0% 98%
Figure 2.3: Distribution of water between different areas of use in representative countries. (Ward, Eliot. 1995)

According to the figure 2.3 above, poor, arid countries like India and Egypt use almost all of

their available water for irrigating their land, since it is possible to increase crop yield as much

as six times by irrigation.

Unfortunately, only two thirds of the applied water actually reaches the crop. One third is lost

due to evaporation, run-off, drainage or leakage. Around 60% of the irrigated lands are in

great need of improvements to work satisfactorily and there are a lot of simple ways of

improving water use, which doesn’t require any advanced or expensive technology.
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Figure 2.4: Irrigated areas in the world 1997 (Nationalencyklopedin, 2001).

In a village not far from Bombay, India, the rainfall is only 200-500 mm per year on two or

three occasions. A year of draught is not uncommon. Near the village are three river valleys

that only during rainy seasons conduct water. Needless to say, this village would not be very

rich on water without any drastic measure - and it wasn’t, until one day a villager decided that

it was time to fight the water scarcity. After some studies of the possibilities in the area, some

changes were proposed that the villagers could accept.

Firstly, in order to raise the water table in the surrounding soil, a stone barrier was built in the

rivers to slow down the water flow and in that way increase infiltration rate through the

riverbeds. Then, new wells were dug downstream that enabled the water to be pumped back to

the irrigated area. The original crop sugar beets were replaced by more water efficient plants,

such as potatoes, wheat and maize. Changes were also made in the techniques of farming,

concerning fertilisers and pesticides, which gave about ten times higher yield than before.

The last action decided upon was that water would be shared between the households so that

each household got the same amount of water a head up to the fifth person. Since a family of

more than five did not get more water this turned out to be a good incentive for birth control.
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22..22  IIrrrriiggaattiioonn  MMeetthhooddss

Irrigation is mostly conducted either by surface irrigation, which includes flooding, sprinkling

and drip irrigation, or subsurface irrigation. The most commonly used irrigation method is

flooding, where water is led out on the fields. The fields are usually divided into smaller areas

by banks in order to slow down water and increase the infiltration rate. Another way of

flooding is to conduct the water into small canals through the fields. Flooding causes the

greatest water loss of all irrigation methods. To improve this system, pipes may be used as

distribution canals to the fields to decrease the evaporation and leakage losses.

Another common irrigation method is the sprinkler system, which works as an artificial rain.

Sprinklers are also associated with rather large losses in the distribution of the water, since

traditionally high-pressure sprinklers spray water high up in the air to cover a large area.

Large amount of water are thereby taken up and carried away by the wind. Nowadays, there

are new low-energy sprinklers that distribute small doses of water through nozzles located just

above the surface. Farmers in Texas, USA, using this new technology believe that the plants

are actually absorbing 90-95 % of the water.

Drip systems deliver water to a concentrated area around the plant, which means that water

losses are almost eliminated. Water is distributed through a network of perforated plastic

hoses at low pressure. The hoses are placed on the ground next to the plants or just under the

soil surface in connection with the roots. Water emerges through the small holes in the hoses

at a slow pace and percolates the soil. In this way the roots experience an even moisture-rate,

which usually is associated with an increase in crop yield. It has been shown through a variety

of studies over the whole world that by using this method, water consumption will decrease

by 30–70% and the yield increase by 20–90% compared with traditionally flooding methods.

Even though sprinklers and drip irrigation are much more efficient than flooding methods,

they are only used on 10-15% and 1%, respectively, of the total irrigated area, due to their

higher cost compared with the simple flooding method.
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Subsurface irrigation means watering from below, using capillary rise from a deeper zone of a

saturated soil. The level of irrigation must be high enough to enable the water to rise to the

root zone, but not so high as to saturate it. In some places, sub-irrigation occurs naturally. In

other areas, pipes or some porous water-transporting media can be used. This method has the

advantage that it eliminates the evaporation losses, making the water-use very effective, and

doesn’t include any irrigation obstacles on the ground surface.
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33..  EEffffeeccttss  ooff   IIrrrriiggaattiioonn

The arable lands are nowadays forced to constantly produce at its maximum, because of the

large world population that needs to be fed. This is done by applying lots of irrigation water to

the fields and using salt-based artificial fertilisers at the same time. The long-term results from

these actions are often an exhausted, impoverished land, ineffective or incapable of producing

anything at all. The land is then said to be degraded.

In 1990, about one fourth of the world’s total cropland was affected by degradation, and for

every passing year this number increases even more. The land degradation in agriculture is

mainly caused by an overuse of water and overgrazing, resulting in salinization, erosion or

water-logging of the soil. Serious ecological effects, such as desertification, might also arise.

One of the most evident and frightening examples in modern time of what to expect when

ruthless overuse of the land is conducted, is the region around the Aral Sea, between

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.

33..11  TThhee  DDeessttrruuccttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  AArraall  SSeeaa

In the 60’s the Aral Sea was the fourth largest lake in the world. Today, its volume has

deceased with 80% and of its surface area only 45% remains. Where the lake’s shore used to

be, a poisonous salt desert now lies. The main reasons for this drastic transformation are

found in the increased flooding irrigation canals for the expanded cotton and rice plantations

upstream the Aral. Before, the rivers Amu-Darja and Syr-Darja filled the lake with 50 km3

every year. Nowadays, only 5 km3 of their water reach the Aral Sea. As a result, the water

level has sunk 19 meters and the salt level risen from 10 to 35 kg/m3.

The effects on the ecosystems in and around this once so great lake have been devastating for

plants, animals and the over 5 million people living in the area. In the lake there used to live

24 commercial fish species, but now only four of them remain, leaving the local fishermen
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unemployed. The human health has been seriously changed for the worst as well, due to the

poisonous dust the salt desert creates. The deaths caused by different trachea-decease and

cancer-forms have increased drastically and child mortality is 50% more common today. The

voluntary medical group MSF claims that the villages around the former shores of the Aral

Sea are one of the most chronically sick places on earth.

To stabilise the current water level in the sea, an annual contribution of 35 km3 is needed. If

irrigation ceased on 15% of the worst areas, 20 km3 would be gained. A more effective

irrigation technique with less water waste would give the same amount. The people of the two

countries surrounding the lake, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, have however no such plans.

Instead, they plan to increase the irrigated areas.

33..22  SSaalliinnee  SSooiillss  ––  HHooww,,  WWhheerree  aanndd  WWhhaatt  aabboouutt  iitt??

Salt-affected soils mostly occur in the arid and semiarid climates, but can also be found in

areas where the climate and mobility of salts cause saline waters for short periods of time. In

humid regions, however, salt accumulations seldom cause problems, since the rainfall is

sufficient to leach excess salts out of the soil, into the groundwater and eventually into the

ocean.

There are many examples of arid and semiarid countries suffering from salinization. One

fourth of the total cultivated area is affected in the USA. In Australia one third of the land is

degraded and in Mexico, salinization is estimated to be reducing grain yields by about 1

million tons per year, which is enough to feed nearly a million people. Affected countries in

the humid regions include Holland, Sweden, Hungary and Russia.

According to figure 3.2, salt-affected soils present a huge problem for all continents on earth.

Of the total cultivated land today, 23% is saline, with excess levels of soluble salts, and 37%

is sodic, containing excess levels of exchangeable sodium. Furthermore, over 400 km2 are

each year made unproductive because of salinity.
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Figure 3.2: Global distribution of salt-affected soils. (Sparks, D. L. 1995)

Salinization of the ground can originate from either natural or human impacts. Natural saline

soils mostly arise in arid or semiarid regions, where the salt is either transported in to land

from the sea by means of wind and rain or formed as the bedrock weathers. Even ancient salt-

lakes are a possible source for the formation of soluble salts. Human-induced saline soils are

formed by deforestation or incorrect irrigation techniques.

Australia is an evident example of what happens when a sensitive land is clear-cut. When the

first settlers came, huge areas of native forests were cut down to make room for the European

crop and pasture plants. Since these kinds of plants have shallower roots and take up less

water than the native vegetation, the inevitable happened: the deeply buried groundwater

started to move upwards, picking up soluble salts on its way, and deposing it on the soil

surface, as it evaporated.

Now, even the remaining native trees are dying, because although they are used to high salt

conditions, they cannot survive when salt is brought near the surface by rising water tables.

The salt also causes serious damage downstream from the clearing areas. Aquatic ecosystems

are suffering, as is bio-diversity and the urban infrastructure is threatened as saline

groundwater rises in country towns and attacks foundations, roads and bridges.
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“Australia is facing an environmental problem that could, and very likely will, bring our

economy to its knees, if we continue to ignore it the way we have in the past. We have known

about it since 1924, but only since the 1970s have we seriously tried to understand it and

combat it. Now it’s accelerating, and we may already have lost the battle… It is a tragic irony

that the felling of many billions of trees to make room for the farming that let this nation

prosper has caused, in just 150 years, our worst environmental crisis, and destroyed a natural

balance that has existed for millennia.” (Murphy, J. 1999)

3.2.1 Formation and classification of salt-affected soils

Salt is a result of a reaction between an acid and a base. For example, table salt forms when

hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide reacts, according to:

NaClOHNaOHHCl 2 +→+

 ACID          BASE            WATER      SALT

The most dangerous salts in the soil are the water-soluble ones made from the anions sulphate

(SO4
2-), bicarbonate (HCO3-) and chloride (Cl-), combined with the cations calcium (Ca2+),

magnesium (Mg2+) and sodium (Na+). In soil science the salt-affected soils are separated into

three different categories, depending on the concentration of these cations: saline, sodic-saline

and sodic soils.

Saline soils have high levels of soluble salts, but the concentration of sodium is less than half

of the total cations. A saline soil is easily recognised by the white crust the salt forms on the

ground surface. It is these so-called salt blooms that has given it the name white alkali soil, or

a bit more dramatic, the white death. When the salt concentration becomes too high in the root

zone, the plants’ water uptake is inhibited since the water is held too hard to the salt. In the

same way the nutrient uptake is also affected. Saline soil may even corrode concrete. Salt

splitting and crystallisation can also occur if interstitial water in the concrete becomes

saturated with salts, which crystallise in the pores of the concrete. Great forces of expansion

can then develop, which splits the concrete right open.
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Figure 3.3: Dead trees on saline soil in Australia. (Murphy, J. 1999)

Saline-sodic soils contain higher concentrations of sodium than the saline soil and more

soluble salts than a sodic soil. During heavy rain or over-irrigation, the cations calcium and

magnesium can be flushed down into the soil, while the sodium is able to stay in the top

layers of the soil, clinging hard to soil colloids. The soil then becomes sodic.

The sodic soils contain little magnesium and calcium but lots of exchangeable sodium. The

sodium is able to bond with soil colloids, which are negatively charged small particles of clay

or organic matter. In doing so, it weakens the bonding between the clay particles and the soil

structure becomes unstable.

When the ground later becomes wet, the clay particles separate from each other and mix with

the water. This phenomenon is called dispersion and occurs in sodic soils without outside

physical interference. While going where the water flows, the small particles clog the pores

and cause the soil to set hard when it dries. In this way, the sodium creates a lower

permeability in the soil, so that neither water nor air can penetrate the soil in the required

quantities. In heavily sodic soils crusts hard enough to prevent even seed germination may

form.
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Figure 3.4: Sodic soil (Plaster, E. J. 1996)

3.2.2 Reclaiming saline soils

Since the salts in the soil are water soluble, it is actually possible to reclaim the damaged

areas. Several methods are tested throughout the world, but the most commonly used are the

method of leaching and tree planting.

Leaching means that excess water is applied to the soil so that the salt is flushed down to

lower depths in the soil profile. A general measure of the water requirement for this method is

that it takes the same height of applied water as the depth of the saline soil layer.

Sometimes, when the access to pure water is limited, saline water may be used for leaching,

providing that the concentration of salts is less in the water than in the soil. It has been shown

that up to 40% of fresh water can be saved by mixing it with saline. The less difference in salt

concentrations there is between the soil and the water, the longer time it will take to reclaim

the soil.

Before the leaching starts, the land must be levelled in order to prevent salt accumulations in

depressions on the fields. Because of the soil compaction caused by the heavy machines used

for the levelling, the soil must later be ploughed to increase the soil’s infiltration rate.
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A leaching should always take place just before the rainy season starts, since the water table

then is at its lowest level. When the rain starts to fall, it will also prolong the leaching process.

In arid zones it might be a very cunning move to build low banks around the saline area in

order to collect the relatively pure and totally free-of-charge rainwater. A bank height of about

0.25 m is normally enough to trap the water. Without these banks as much as a third of the

rainwater will be lost through surface run off.

A good drainage system in the area is the alpha and omega for a successful leaching. If the

leaching water is unable to drain at the same rate as water is applied, the leaching will only

make the soil worse. A smartly installed drainage system will also help maintaining a high

soil quality, even after purification, by keeping the water table at a constant low level.

The best way to transport the underground water is to use some sort of subsurface drainage.

The most commonly used today consist of perforated plastic pipes or short pipe-tiles of

concrete or fired clay. It is of great importance that the leached saline water isn’t deposited

into the regular canals. If it is, the water will only accumulate in the soils downstream and

cause even more damage.

There are several ways of improving the leaching of salts. The most commonly used are

subsoiling, subsoiling with inversion or auger piercing. Subsoiling is a tillage operation, in

which the soil is ploughed to a depth of 60 cm or more. In subsoiling with inversion the soil is

turned upside down during the ploughing, so that the upper layer with the highest salt

concentration, is lowered into the ground. Auger piercing is used when the soil surface is

much less permeable than the lower layers. The method involves drilling holes and then

filling them with sand.

Reclamation of the saline ground may be further improved by covering the ground with

mulch, so that the evaporation rate from the ground is reduced. The mulch is furthermore

good for the aeration and structure of the soil.
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The leaching of a saline site in Kellerberrin, Australia, was investigated in 1994. The natural

rain was used for leaching the ground under close observations, and the received data was put

into a computer model for simulations. The model predicted that, without any disturbances to

the soil surface and compacted layers, leaching would take between 25 and 30 years, but

ripping up the compacted layers would result in effective leaching within seven years.

The reparation of a saline land is in other words a costly and time-consuming project. By

seeing to that the ground is properly drained, minimising the use of artificial fertilisers and

irrigating economically with high-quality water, the risk for salinization is greatly reduced.

As an alternative to the leaching process, Australia has embarked on a massive tree-planting

campaign throughout the country, which they hope will reduce their heavily salt-contaminated

land. Since it was the removal of the native trees that destroyed their land, it might seem

logical that putting them back would be a good idea. Voluntary groups are planting trees like

never before and people in the cities, who also are concerned about the salinization problem,

are helping out by cultivating small plants the farmers can plant out in their fields. Clever

farmers also take the advantage to earn a bob or two on collecting the salt in salt pans for table

salt production and in this way turning their misfortune to their gain.

In fact, in areas with no safe outlets for the drainage water, or if leaching and drainage

systems are too expensive for a community, the method of tree-planting, also called the

Silvipastral System, is becoming a more popular option. The trees are useful for lowering the

water table in two ways. Firstly, they use a lot more water than regular crops continuously all

year round. Secondly, their roots penetrate much deeper into the ground, sometimes all the

way down to the water table, which means that they use more low-lying water than shallow-

rooted plants. Deep-rooted perennial, like Lucerne, Phalaris and Cocksfoot, lower the water

table and are often a good alternative to trees.

In areas where the soil is expected to remain saline for some time, salt tolerant plants, so

called halophytes, can be planted. The halophytes are able to dispose of the salt in many
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ingenious ways. Some have developed special glands on their leaves for spitting out crystals

of excess salt, while others use miniature pumps in the tip of their roots to drive the salt away

from the root zone. The sapphire plant actually collects the excess salt in the tip of its leaves.

When the salt concentration in a leaf tip rises above a certain level, the leaf simply drops off

its tip. A practical plant for areas that cannot be afforded to go unused is the saltbush, which

can be used as pasture for sheep.

For the trees to be able to grow in the hostile environment, it is important to make sure the

roots get enough air supply at the same time as the salt concentration in the immediate root

zone doesn’t rise too high. This can be achieved by planting the trees on the ridges of a trench

used for leading away draining water.

Figure 3.5: Saplings planted on the shoulders of the furrows. In the sketch,
areas with high salt-concentration is marked as a dark soil. (Plaster, E. J. 1996)

Another way of planting the desalination trees is by placing the young saplings in auger holes,

0.30 to 0.45 m below surface level. In this way the small, sensitive plants escape the highest

salt concentrations at the surface. The most efficient way of using trees in desalination

purpose however, is by planting the saplings into shallow irrigation trenches. The water in the

ditches pushes away the salts from the root zone and provides for an effective irrigation.

3.2.3 Reclaiming sodic soils

When a soil has turned sodic, leaching or tree planting no longer presents an option. In fact,

that might only make it worse. If the soil has become very sodic, it is sometimes not even
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possible for the leaching water to penetrate the soil surface. By spreading gypsum on to the

field, the gypsum dissolves and releases calcium. The calcium replaces the sodium and

sodium sulphate may be leached out from the ground.

33..33  EErroossiioonn

The erosion has been at work in all of Mother Nature’s different environments in all times,

and is still doing its deeds. Now however, man is greatly enhancing this process, especially in

arid regions, and agriculture is again to blame. The agriculture-induced erosion can result

from either cultivation of land with too steep slopes or of too thin soil layers, using

inappropriate techniques such as row-planting and neglecting to make terraces in the slopes.

Excessive erosion, i.e. erosion above the rate of soil formation, is estimated to affect more

than one third of all the croplands outside the humid regions of the world. In Africa, Europe

and Australia soil loss rates average five to ten tons per hectare and year and in North,

Central, and South America, loss rates average ten to twenty tons per hectare and year. Worst

are the losses of soil in Asia where over thirty tons of good soil is lost per hectare every year.

When the soil is disappearing from the land, a valuable resource that is essentially non-

renewable, is lost. One centimetre of soil takes between 80 - 400 years to form; yet it can be

swept away in a few seasons.

3.3.1 Wind erosion

Wind erosion is the detachment, transportation and redeposition of soil particles by the wind.

In agriculture, it is the result of the clear-cutting of forests and row planting of the crops. Soil

productivity is affected by wind erosion in various ways. Wind removes the smaller clay

particles and organic matter from the topsoil while coarser materials are left behind. Affected

areas are recognised by rocky or gravely knolls, thin soils mixed with lighter coloured subsoil,

or the presence of calcium carbonate in surface soils.
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Lots of artificial fertilisers, that increase the risk of salinization, are applied to cover the lost

nutrients. It is estimated that about half of the fertilisers applied to the farmland in the USA

are used in this purpose. For China in 1995, it was estimated that 30% of the nitrogen and

22% of the potassium applied simply went to replace nutrients lost with erosion.

Figure 3.6: Topsoil eroded field.
(Larney, F., Timmermans, J. 1999)

Erosion also degrades the soil structure, diminishes its water holding capacity, and increases

its tendency to become compacted because of the loss of organic matter with the topsoil. As a

consequence of these changes, runoff of water increases. Increased runoff and decreased

water holding capacity in soils results in crops having less moisture available to them, and

hence aggravates drought stress. In fact, lack of water storage capacity in eroded lands is often

erosion's most damaging effect. For example, in Illinois and Indiana, USA, badly eroded areas

are estimated to have lost over 24% of their corn productivity.

Erosion will have serious consequences not only for the area from where the soil is lost, but

also for the deposit area. Much of this eroded sand and soil ends up in rivers and finally in the

seas. Sediment loads in rivers can make some forms of life unable to live there, silt up

spawning beds used by fish, degrade water quality for humans, and cause silting of productive

estuaries and reservoirs.
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A dust bowl is a term for dust in the atmosphere, caused by massive wind erosion. The most

serious case of a dust bowl occurred in May 1934 when a compact cloud of dust covering 3.5

millions km2 from Canada to Texas, and from Montana to Ohio, reaching five kilometres up

in the air. The soil particles caused an eclipse in New York, Baltimore and Washington during

five hours, before the dust finally was deposited in the Atlantic. 300 million tons of soil was

estimated to have journeyed for an average distance of 2 400 km! This event was probably a

result of a series of draught years in combination with excess pasture and a rapidly increased

cultivation in the area. When the dust had settled, the destruction was a fact: miles and miles

of unproductive fields and ruined crops met the eye.

3.3.2 Water erosion

Water erosion arises when water flows over the ground. The intensity of the erosion increases

with the velocity of the water, the length of the slope and the density of vegetation, which

makes steep, bare slopes more sensitive to water erosion than the flat forestlands.

Figure 3.7:Water eroded ravine.
(Abday, S., Vanderwel, D. 1998)

Another form of water erosion arises when water drops falls to the ground. The drop is

actually able to smash small lumps of soil into tiny particles, which later clogs the pores of the

soil, increasing the surface run-off. Thereby will the erosion increase even further, at first in

small rivulets, later in gigantic ravines.
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All forms of water erosion contribute to a long-lasting land destruction in areas with too weak

or scarce vegetation due to over-use of the land. Especially silty soils, soils low in organic

matter, and soils with an impermeable subsoil layer are susceptible to water erosion.

33..44  WWaatteerr--LLooggggiinngg

Another problem associated with excessive irrigation on poorly drained soils is water-logging,

which means that the water table rises up to the root-zone and drowns the roots. World-wide,

about 10% of all irrigated lands suffer from water-logging, which has caused productivity to

fall by 20% in that area.

The natural life cycle on a field is kept functional by the transformation of organic matter to

humus by so called humification. By replacing the natural topsoil with artificial fertilisers, the

humification stops, and the soil life is destroyed.

In the first stage of the humification-process, it is important that it starts by fungi, since these

contain special enzymes to make the debris pre-digested. However, if the soil is water-logged,

anaerobe bacteria will start this decomposition instead and the process turns to putrefaction.

During this stage toxic substances, such as methane, formaldehyde, hydrogen-sulphide and

phosphate are produced, which are harmful to the soil and retard the growth of plants.

Both water-logging and salinization could be reduced if the efficiency of irrigation systems

were improved, and more appropriate crops could be grown in the arid and semiarid regions.

In addition, increasing the cost of water to more closely reflect its true value would encourage

its conservation and reduce the squander.
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44..  TThhee  IIddeeaa

In this thesis two different applications for solar-distilled seawater are investigated. The first

application concerns irrigation and possibly leaching of salts in the ground, and the second

treats drinking-water production.

In order to warm and humidify the air a basic solar still with ocean water is used for the both

application modes. The solar still can, in its simplest form, be described as a black-painted,

shallow pool containing saline, brackish or polluted water and air, with a transparent cover on

top, as shown in the figure 4.1 below.

q’’SUN

GLASS COVER

OCEAN WATER

VAPOUR
DRY AIR

HUMID AIR

Figure 4.1: A simple solar still

When the sun shines on the still, the temperature inside will rise and the saline water starts to

evaporate, leaving its salt behind. A separation between the water and the salt called

distillation occurs. When this water later condenses outside the still it will no longer contain

any salt, and is thereby safe to use for irrigation or drinking.

As the sweet water is transported from the still, the leftover salt will accumulate in the still.

Ocean water contains lots of different salts, but most of it, 78% to be exact, is sodium-

chloride, commercially called table salt. In 1 m3 ocean water there is 28.014 kg sodium-

chloride. It is an easy task to collect this leftover salt for use in various purposes.
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The irrigation starts when warm, humid air is lead down into perforated plastic pipes, so

called drainage pipes, buried in the area about to be irrigated. Once inside, the air gradually

cools while travelling along the pipes because of the cooler soil. With decreasing air

temperature, the water-holding capacity of the air is reduced and water will then precipitate on

the inner surfaces of the pipes. By capillary forces, the condensed water is sucked out through

the holes in the pipes and into the soil, which in this way is irrigated.

For the purpose of drinking-water production ordinary PVC-pipes are used. They are buried

in the same manner as the drainage pipes, but with a small inclination to facilitate the

transportation of the condensation water to the pipe end, where it is collected.

44..11  FFuunnddaammeennttaallss  ooff  HHuummiidd  AAiirr

Consider a half-closed system of air and water, much like the solar still in the figure 4.1. Air

enters the solar still, sweeps over the water surface and exits the system at the opposite side.

While flowing over the water it becomes saturated with vapour, due to convection mass

transfer.

The more water vapour the air takes up, the higher will the partial pressure of the vapour be in

the air-vapour mixture. The partial pressure is defined as the pressure the vapour would have

if it alone were to fill out the same volume it now shares with the air. The total pressure of the

gas mixture is the sum of the partial pressures of the air and the water.

If vapour is continuously added to the surrounding air, its partial pressure will soon rise to its

maximum level for the prevailing temperature in the system: its saturation pressure is reached.

Under these circumstances the air is incapable of any more vapour uptake and is then said to

be saturated with water vapour.

If the saturated air is cooled, the vapour amount exceeding the saturation point will precipitate

as water drops in the air, so that its partial pressure during the whole cooling process is equal
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to the saturation pressure. The saturation pressure for water vapour, pv,sat [Pa], can be

calculated by the following equation, in which T [°C] is the temperature of the air and the

vapour (Peterson, F. KTH):
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A measure of how much vapour the air actually contains relative to its maximum level is the

relative humidity, ϕ [% RH]. It is the quotient of the vapour’s partial pressure, pv [Pa], and its

saturation pressure:
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If the relative humidity is ϕ = 100% RH, the air is saturated with vapour, and if ϕ = 0% RH,

there is no water vapour in the air whatsoever and the air is said to be dry.

Assuming that the system has a constant total pressure, ptot [Pa], the partial pressure for the

dry air, pda [Pa], can be calculated as the difference between the total pressure and the partial

pressure of the vapour:

ϕ⋅−== satvtot  v totda p p- ppp , (4.3)

Applying the universal gas law on both the air and the vapour yields
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mv = Mass of the vapour in the system [kg]

Rv = Universal gas constant for water vapour, 462 J/kg,K

V = Volume of the system [m3]

mda = Mass of dry air in the system [kg]

Rda = Universal gas constant for air, 287 J/kg,K

Dividing the mass of water vapour with the mass of dry air gives a useful measure of the

vapour amount in the air.
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This ratio mv/mda is called the absolute humidity and is denoted x [kg water/kg dry air]. For

cases where the total pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure (101325 Pa), equation (4.6)

may be written as:
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Below, two examples illustrating the usefulness of the presented equations will follow. Some

of the derived results will be used in the later calculations as well.

4.1.1 Estimations for the solar still and the salt amount

Suppose that air at 70°C with the relative humidity ϕ = 50% RH is saturated with water

vapour in a solar still. The sun adds an assumed net effect of 500 W/m2 to the still and the

density of the saturated air is ρtot = 0.909 kg/m3. To cover the humid air flow to, say, N = 20

pipes with the diameter D = 0.20 m and the inlet velocity c1 = 5 m/s, the mass flow of

saturated air that leaves the solar still to the pipes must be

π
ρπ

⋅=
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DcN
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The actual amount of water in the air before and after saturation is derived from equation

(4.7). Before any vapour is added, x50% = 0.11262 kg water/kg dry air and after the air has

been saturated it contains x100% = 0.27504 kg water/kg dry air.

The mass flow of dry air must of course be constant from the beginning of the solar still to the

end, since it has nowhere else to go. It can be expressed as a function of the absolute humidity

and the total mass flow at the pipe-inlets

( )%100,%100,,,,, 1 xmxmmmmm totatotdatotatotvtotatotda +=⋅−=−= &&&&&&  = 2.240 kg/s.

The amount of steam that needs to be added to the air every second is the difference between

the water quantity in the saturated air and the initial water amount in the dry air:

( )%50%100, xxmm totdae −⋅= &&  = 0.364 kg/s.

The heat needed to vaporise one unit mass of water is called the latent heat of vaporisation,

hfg [J/kg]. This energy is stored in the gas and is not released until the vapour condenses. The

parameter can be found in most thermophysical tables of water. For water at 70°C,

hfg = 2 334 200 J/kg. Recalling that the supplied net effect from the sun to the water is

q"sun = 500 W/m2, the mass flow of evaporated water to the air per unit area is calculated by

fg

sun
e h

q
m

′′
=′′&  = 2.142⋅10-4 kg/m2,s.

To satisfy the desired mass flow of condensed water, the still must have the surface area A

[m2]:
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The salt that is left behind by the evaporated ocean water is possible to collect for different

areas of use. For example, the amount of  sodium-chloride that can be extracted from the solar

still in the calculation above is easily determined when the evaporation rate me is known. If

the sun heats the still for ten hours every day, and the amount of sodium-chloride in the water

is CNaCl = 28.014 kg/m3, then

wNaCleNaCl Cmm ρ⋅⋅⋅= 360010&  = 373 kg NaCl

can be obtained per day. In order to actually collect the salt, the bottom water in the still,

where the concentration of salt is highest, must be led off to a shallower open solar still, called

solar pan. There the rest of the water will evaporate and disappear with the wind.

Figure 4.2: Salt pans in Missionvale, Zambia.

The salt "crop" is usually harvested once a year with mobile equipment, washed, and placed

on stockpiles to drain. The principal impurities in solar salt are small amounts of calcium and

magnesium sulphate, and magnesium chloride, although a modern, properly operated solar

salt plant can produce salt that is more than 99.7 % NaCl.
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4.1.2 Estimating the quantity of obtainable sweet water

The amount of water that can be extracted when the air is cooled from for example 70°C to

40°C is equal to the difference between the absolute humidity for the different temperatures.

By using equation (4.7), the absolute humidity of the saturated air at 70°C becomes

x70°C = 0.27504 kg water/kg dry air and at 40°C x40°C = 0.04869 kg water/kg dry air. If humid

air from the solar still is blown through the pipes with the mass flow of ma,tot = 0.909π kg/s,

the mass flow in one of those 20 pipes will be

N

mDc
m totaa

a
,

2
1

4

&
& =

⋅⋅⋅
=

ρπ
 = 0.143 kg/s. (4.8)

The mass flow of dry air in one pipe becomes

%1001 x
m

m a
da +

=
&

& = 0.112 kg/s.

Since the flow of dry air is constant throughout the pipe, the amount of water that precipitates

every second may be expressed as:

( )CCdaw xxmm °° −⋅= 4070&& = 0.025 kg/s. (4.9)

This means, that if the system runs for ten hours, the total amount of accessible sweet water

from one pipe will be 913 kg that day. For irrigation purposes this would mean that if one

pipe in a field with parallel pipes, has the length L = 100 m and the spacing between the pipes

in the field is S = 2 m, the supply of irrigation water per day and unit area, H [mm/day, m2]

would be
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= 4.6 mm/ m2,day. (4.10)
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If irrigation is assumed to be required 150 days a year, the available irrigation water every

square meter becomes 690 mm per year. This can be compared with the irrigation need for

different crops shown in figure 4.3 below.

Sugarcane Maize Potatoes Wheat

mm/year mm/year mm/year mm/year

800-2500 500-800 500-800 380-650
Figure 4.3: Annual water need for different crops mentioned in this paper.

As the air is cooled along the pipe, the surrounding ground will become warmer and influence

the root growth. A soil temperature up to about 40°C is favourable for most crops, while a

warmer soil will almost certainly be harmful. This means, that the roots will seek themselves

to the near surrounding of the pipe, but will not enter the holes into the pipe until the air

temperature has sunk to less than 40°C.

Since the temperature difference between the air and the soil is highest at the entrance, the

heat will transfer more quickly there than at the end. With time, the soil temperature around

the pipe will approach the air temperature, and inhibit the cooling. At that point, the radius of

the thermally influenced soil will be greater in the beginning of the pipe than at the end.

When the sun sets and the water in the still is no longer heated, the inlet air temperature to the

pipes will decrease. Thus, cool air will enter the pipes during the dark hours and extract heat

from the surrounding soil. Again, since the temperature difference between the air and the soil

is highest in the beginning, the heat will transfer more quickly there than at the end of the

pipe. When heat injection and extraction are balanced, the soil temperature will reach a

steady-state temperature. This temperature will in most cases be higher than the undisturbed

soil temperature.
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55..  PPiippee  LLeennggtthh  aanndd  HHeeaattiinngg  ooff   tthhee  SSooiill

When warm, humid air flows through a buried pipe its temperature will gradually decrease

along the pipe because of the cooler surroundings. However, since the soil is not able to

transport heat at the same rate as the air provides it, heat will accumulate in the soil and cause

the pipe surface temperature to rise. With time the temperature drop of the air per unit pipe

length will decrease because of this phenomenon. Therefore, the required pipe length for a

certain, desirable temperature difference between inlet and outlet will increase as time goes

by.

As might be concluded from above, the flow of energy occurs in both time and space

continuum. In order to calculate this complex system, it is necessary to treat the transient heat

flux in the radial and the mass flow in the longitudinal direction separately.

Two types of pipes are considered in this paper: the first one is an ordinary plastic pipe, where

drinking-water may be extracted at the end, and the second one is a drainage pipe, i.e. a

perforated plastic pipe, which is here used for irrigation purposes. The calculations for the

different pipes are similar with the only exception that the heat conductivity in the soil will be

higher for the drainage pipe because of the released condensation water that increases the heat

transportation rate in the ground.

In this study only clay soils are considered, and thus, the air leakage out from the pipe will be

negligible, since water will quickly fill up the pores around the pipe. If sandy soils were to be

considered, the water would spread more quickly in the ground because of the larger grains,

and make room for air penetration. The heat transfer from the pipe would therefore be

enhanced.
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  55..11  RReeqquuiirreedd  LLeennggtthh  ooff  aa  DDiissttrriibbuuttiioonn  PPiippee

By dividing the pipe into small enough temperature intervals and assuming an uniform

surface heat flux within every interval, the thermal boundary layer can be assumed to be fully

developed throughout the pipe. The heat balance for one interval is determined by

convoutc qqq ′+′=′ , (5.1)

where

q' = Total heat flux from the pipe per unit length of the pipe   [W/m]

q'c,out = Outgoing condensation heat flux per unit length of the pipe [W/m]

q'conv = Convection heat flux within the pipe per unit length of the pipe [W/m]

The fluid flow through a pipe can be divided into an entrance and a fully developed region.

As the fluid enters the pipe, viscous effects at the surface will influence the flow, causing the

velocity boundary layer to increase in thickness along the first part of the pipe.

When the viscous forces influence the whole cross-section of the pipe, the boundary layer will

be fully developed. This occurs at the length of the entrance region zc, which for turbulent

flows, usually is set to ten times the diameter. Since the pipes in these calculations are long

compared to the diameter, the whole flow can be considered to be fully developed.

5.1.1 Convective heat transfer

Due to the temperature difference between the turbulent air flow and the pipe surface, heat

transfer will occur by the means of forced convection from the warm medium to the cold. The

heat transfer rate depends on the temperature difference between the two mediums, the

contact area and the convection coefficient. The latter is described by the three dimensionless

numbers Reynolds, Prandtl and Nusselt together with temperature dependent constants.
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The Reynolds number is the ratio of the inertia and viscous forces and is used for determining

whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. For internal flows, the flow will be laminar for

ReD < 2 300 and turbulent for ReD > 10 000.

ν
Dcn

nD

⋅
=,Re (5.2)

where

cn = Velocity at the location n along the pipe [m/s]

D = Diameter of the pipe [m]

ν = Kinematic viscosity of the air for the prevailing interval [m2/s]

The physical interpretation of the Prandtl number, Pr, is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity

and the thermal diffusivity, α [m2/s], and gives the relative effectiveness of momentum and

energy transport by diffusion in the thermal boundary layer. The value of this number is found

in thermophysical tables at different temperatures for the requested fluid.

The two dimensionless numbers Re and Pr presented above, are needed for calculating the

Nusselt number, Nu, which provides a measure of the convective heat transfer at the surface.

The Nusselt correlation for 3 000 < Re < 5⋅106 and 0,5 < Pr < 2 000 is described by the

Gnielinski equation as (Incropera, DeWitt. 1996):

( ) ( )
( ) ( )1Pr87.121

Pr1000Re8
3221

,

−⋅⋅+

⋅−⋅
=

f

f
Nu nD

D (5.3)

The friction factor, f, is a dimensionless pressure drop coefficient for the internal flow and is

described by the equation below (Incropera, DeWitt. 1996):

( )( ) 2
, 64.1Reln79.0 −−⋅= nDf (5.4)

The convection coefficient hD [W/m2,K] may now be calculated:
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D
kNu

h aD
D

⋅
= (5.5)

where ka[W/m,K] is the heat conductivity coefficient for air. The difference between the air

and surface temperatures is

s
nn T

TT
T −

+
=∆ +

2
1 (5.6)

where

Tn = Temperature in the beginning of the temperature interval [°C]

Tn+1 = Temperature at the end of the temperature interval [°C]

Ts = Surface temperature of the pipe within the interval [°C]

Finally, the heat transfer due to convection may be determined by the following equation:

TDhq Dconv ∆⋅⋅⋅=′ π (5.7)

5.1.2 Condensation heat and mass transfer

As the humid air is cooled along the pipe, water will condense by convection mass transfer

and release a large amount of heat that was former stored as latent heat in the vapour. The

convection mass transfer coefficient, hm [m/s], is the volume of condensed water per unit area.

It is a function of the convection and conduction coefficients for air, the diffusion coefficient

between water and air and the dimensionless Lewis number.

a

ABD
m k

LeDh
h

31⋅⋅
= (5.8)
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where DAB [m2/s] is the diffusion coefficient between water and air corresponding to the mean

temperature of the interval. The Lewis number, Le, is the ratio of the thermal and mass

diffusivities and is only relevant when both heat and mass transfer occurs at the same time.

ABD
Le α= (5.9)

where α is evaluated at the mean temperature of the temperature interval. The mass flow of

condensed water per unit area can now be obtained by multiplying the convection mass

transfer coefficient with the difference between the density of the air at the surface

temperature, ρs [kg/m3], and at the free stream temperature, ρa [kg/m3], respectively:

( )asmc hm ρρ −⋅=′′& (5.10)

The heat release caused by condensation:

fgcc hDmq ⋅⋅⋅′′=′ π& (5.11)

hfg [J/kg] is the latent heat of vaporisation for water at the mean temperature in the interval.

Only a part of the heat released by condensation will contribute to a temperature rise in the

soil; most of it will once again be taken up by the airflow. The heat fraction the soil is able to

consume is equal to the ratio between the overall heat transfer coefficient, Usoil [W/m2,K], and

the total heat transfer coefficients.

 
Dsoil

soilc
outc hU

Uq
q

+
⋅′

=′, (5.12)

Usoil is calculated from the pipe surface to a distance rsoil [m] in the radial direction out from

the pipe where the soil is no longer affected by the pipe heat transfer. Since the pipe wall

probably is very thin, the heat transfer is calculated directly from the air to the soil.
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ksoil = Heat conductivity coefficient for the soil [W/m,K]

rsoil = Distance from the pipe in radial direction to undisturbed soil [m].

5.1.3 Estimating the length of the interval

As the air is cooled along the pipe it will loose a certain amount of water due to condensation.

The required pipe length the air needs to cool from the inlet to the outlet temperature will

depend on the inlet velocity and the diameter of the pipe. It will also depend on the surface

temperature of the pipe, which is a function of the soil temperature and the thermal properties

of the soil. The lengths of each temperature interval is calculated separately and then added

together to obtain the total length. The length of one temperature interval is equal to the loss

of water content in the air, divided by the condensation rate per unit length, mc" [kg/s]

( )
Dm
xxm

z
c

nnda

⋅⋅′′
−⋅

= +

π&
& 1 (5.14)

where the denotations n and n+1 indicates the inlet and the outlet of the temperature interval.

The dry airflow, mda [kg/s] is

x
rc

m sna
da +

⋅⋅⋅
=

1

2 πρ& (5.15)

where ρa [kg/m3] is the density of humid air and is given by the equation (Peterson, F. KTH):

( ) ( )15.273
11

15.273
,

+
⋅

⋅







−−

+⋅
=

a

satv

wdaada

tot
a T

p
RRTR

p ϕ
ρ (5.16)
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To be able to make these calculations for the following interval, the velocity at the location

n+1 must be known. The mass flow in the next temperature interval will be reduced by the

same amount as the resulting total water loss. The pipe area available for the airflow will be

slightly reduced by the condensed water, but this is neglected in the calculations.

Dzmmm cnana ⋅⋅⋅′′−=+ π&&& ,1, (5.17)

The mass flow of humid air in this interval is equal to

πρ ⋅⋅⋅= 2
,, snanna rcm& (5.18)

The decreasing mass flow leads to a reduction in velocity as well:

πρ ⋅⋅
=

+

+
+ 2

1,

1,
1

sna

na
n r

m
c (5.19)

With the inlet velocity known for the new temperature interval, its heat transfer rate and

length might be evaluated as well. When all of the interval lengths have been estimated, the

total length of the pipe is easily calculated as the sum of the lengths of the temperature

intervals.

55..22  TThhee  HHeeaatt  DDiissttrriibbuuttiioonn  iinn  tthhee  SSooiill

The pipe wall is convectively heated by the humid air and the heat is distributed in the radial

direction out through the soil. How the temperature changes with time in the radial direction

may be described by the following transient calculations.

A numerical approximation called the Finite Difference Method, FDM, is used. In a

numerical solution, values are only calculated at discrete points in time and space. The space
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co-ordinates are called nodal points, or nodes for short, and the distance between two discrete

points in time are called a time step. These discrete points are chosen depending on geometry

and desired accuracy: the closer the nodes are located to each other, or the shorter the time

step, the more exact solution will be received. How the nodes are set for these calculations are

shown in figure 5.1.

∆x

s
a

b

c

d

PIPE
∆x ∆x ∆x

Figure 5.1: The nodes j = s, a, b, c and d
at distances ∆x from each other.

With this method the solution may be characterised by unstable oscillations, which may cause

the solution to diverge from the actual steady state conditions. To prevent such erroneous

results the prescribed value of ∆t must be maintained below a certain limit which depends on

∆x and other parameters of the system. This dependence is termed the stability criterion and is

a function of the dimensionless Fourier and Biot number, Fo and Bi, respectively (Incropera,

DeWitt. 1996):

( ) ½1 ≤+⋅ BiFo (5.20)

The Fourier number is a dimensionless time parameter, which is interpreted as the ratio of the

heat conduction rate to the rate of thermal energy storage in the solid. It is written as

( )2x
tFo soil

∆
∆⋅= α (5.21)
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where ∆t is the time step for the calculations, ∆x [m] is the distance between two nodes. The

thermal diffusivity of the soil, αsoil [m2/s], measures the soils ability to conduct heat relative to

its ability to store it and may be derived from

soilpsoil

soil
soil c

k

,⋅
=

ρ
α (5.22)

where

cp,soil = Specific heat for the soil at constant pressure [J/kg, K]

ρsoil = Density of the soil [kg/m3]

The Biot number provides a measure of the temperature drop in the soil relative to the

temperature difference between the pipe surface and the air.

soil

a

k
xU

Bi
∆⋅

= (5.23)

Here, Ua [W/m2,K] is the total convection coefficient for the air and is calculated as:

DT
q

U a ⋅⋅∆
′

=
π

(5.24)

When the time step and the node distance finally are chosen to satisfaction for the stability

criterion, the time dependent temperature distribution in the soil may be estimated. Before the

calculations may commence, the initial temperature in each node must be known. This

boundary condition is known at t = 0, at which the pipe surface and the surrounding soil have

one uniform temperature along the pipe. The surface temperature ∆t seconds after the time t,

can be estimated by the equation below (Incropera, DeWitt. 1996):

( ) t
s

t
a

tt
s TFoBiFoTBiTFoT ⋅⋅⋅−⋅−+⋅+⋅⋅=∆+ )221(2 (5.25)
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whereT is the mean temperature of the air in the interval of interest, that is:

( )
2

1++
= nn TT

T (5.26)

The temperature in the nodes outside the pipe is only influenced by conduction in the soil,

whereas the surface temperature also is affected by the convection heat transfer from the air.

The equation, which approximates this behaviour in the nodes, is given below (Incropera,

DeWitt. 1996):

( ) ( ) t
j

t
j

t
j

tt
j TFoTTFoT ⋅⋅−++⋅= +−

∆+ 2111 (5.27)
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66..  FFiieelldd  TTeesstt

A part of the assignment in this Master Thesis was to conduct a small-scale field test to

demonstrate different physical phenomena possible to illustrate by simple means. The test

results were not meant as a validation for the theoretical model, because neither the equipment

nor the experimental set-up fulfilled the required accuracy for that purpose. The main reason

was rather to get some experience of planning and setting up a field test from scratch. The test

was performed at the Çukurova University in Adana, Turkey, in co-operation with the Centre

of Environmental Research, the Irrigation Department and the Chemistry Department.

The university in Adana was founded in 1973 as a result of the fusion of a branch of the

agriculture faculty of Ankara University and the Medical faculty of the Atatürk University.

Nowadays the university has grown to become no less than ten faculties with 1 540 academic

employees and about 18 000 students. The Agriculture Faculty is nevertheless still one of the

larger faculties at the university, partly because of the fertile land in the surrounding area,

where for example oranges and mandarins, olives, grapes and cotton are grown in the purpose

of science. The test was conducted at the irrigation department’s experimental field.

Two different pipes were used in this experiment. One of the pipes was a PVC-pipe and the

other was a so-called drainage pipe made of PVC with slits for water penetration. The

diameter and length of the pipes were 110 mm and 8 m, respectively. These were dug down

into the ground at a depth of 0.40 m on either side of a covered water container, which could

only be buried to two thirds of its height because of the hard packed soil.

For that reason, the pipes had to be extended with a S-shaped connection pipe, see figure 6.1.

The water in the container was heated by four electrical heaters to the desired temperature.

The warm, saturated air was then blown out into the pipe by means of an ordinary computer

fan, which was attached to the pipe inlet.
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FAN

ELECTRICAL HEATERS
WATER CONTAINER

PVC PIPE DRAINAGE PIPE

MEASURING HOLE

SOIL SOIL

RESISTANCE BLOCK

Figure 6.1: Sketch of the experimental set-up.

Before the PVC-pipe was covered with soil, six resistance blocks with built-in thermometers

were placed near the pipe surface at even distances along the pipe. Resistance blocks are

usually used for measuring the humidity in the soil and would have been used for this purpose

even in this test if only the readings would have turned out to be more stable and trustworthy.

As a consequence, the resistance blocks were only used to measure the temperature changes

in the soil at their distinct locations. The first and last 30 cm of the pipes were spared from

being buried and in each of these out-sticking pipe stubs a hole for measuring the air

humidity, velocity and temperature, was drilled according to figure 6.1. A data-logger was

used for measuring the humidity and velocity of the air, and an ordinary quicksilver

thermometer for the air temperature.

Figure 6.2: The kind workers Murat, Mustafa, Hussein and Muhammad Ali
are helping out with the installation.
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In the beginning of a typical day out in the fields, the electric cables were at first rolled out to

the experimental place so that the electric heaters could be connected. During the heating

process a close eye was kept on the cables due to the risk for overheating because of common

voltage fluctuations in the electric power supply.

Figure 6.3: Experimental set-up in Adana.

Towards the afternoon, when the water was warm enough, the measurements could finally be

initiated. The fan was switched on, the air commenced to flow trough the pipe and the first

measurement was conducted. The following readings were taken at regular intervals for the

remaining day.

The most important experience gained during the acquisition and experimental time was that

nothing should be taken for granted and that hard work and strong will must be put in to

complete sometimes even the simplest task.
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77..  TThhee  RReessuullttss

The calculations in chapter 5 show that two different processes occur in and around the pipe

at the same time: the radial transient heat flux out from the pipe and the cooling and

condensation of the airflow along the pipe. In order to get a continuous system for estimating

the two flows, the simulation program Powersim is used. Powersim is a simulation tool for

simulating dynamic systems. The model is built in a graphic environment by means of

characteristic symbols, illustrating constants, auxiliaries and levels et cetera. A short version

of the program is distributed for free on the Powersim homepage (Powersim, 2000). Appendix

A shows the equations for the Powersim flow scheme.

77..11  PPiippee  LLeennggtthh  &&  TTeemmppeerraattuurree  DDiissttrriibbuuttiioonn  iinn  tthhee  IIrrrriiggaattiioonn  SSyysstteemm

7.1.1 Presumptions

In Powersim a system showing the cooling of the airflow from 70°C to 40°C is drawn up. The

pipe diameter and the inlet velocity are set to 0.2 m and 5 m/s, respectively. The pipe is

divided into temperature intervals of 5°C each and the radial distance between two nodes in

the soil is ∆x = 0.125 m. The time step is ∆t = 900 s. The moist soil’s heat conductivity

coefficient, ksoil, is set to 1.5 W/m,K. The undisturbed soil temperature is assumed to be 18°C.

The thermal resistance in the pipe wall is neglected. These are the standard values that will be

used in chapter 8.

7.1.2 Temperature distribution

As time passes, the pipe wall will become warmer, causing the temperature difference

between the pipe and the flowing air to become smaller. As may be seen in both figure 7.1

and 7.2, the temperature curves approach each other with time in the strive for a mutual

equilibrium state. Despite the fact that the temperature difference is higher in the beginning of
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a run in the first part of the pipe, and the surface temperature consequently must increase

more there than in the later parts, a steady state will still be reached sooner at the inlet. This is

because the heat is more easily transported at high temperature differences.
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Figure 7.1: The air temperature along the pipe at different times.

During the first hour, “hour 0”, in figure 7.1, the airflow in the pipe will be cooled to 18°C

after 40 meters, while it takes 80 meters only two hours later for the same cooling process to

occur. This quick decrease in heat transfer rate is a result of the continuous heating of the

pipe’s inner surface. Figure 7.2 shows how the surface temperature varies along the pipe at

different times during a day of running the system.
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Figure 7.2: The surface temperature inside the pipe during the first 100 metres.
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During the first hour, the surface temperature increases only for the first 40 meters,  which is

the same length for which the air temperature in figure 7.1 had sunk to 18°C. Nevertheless,

the surface is always of a lower temperature than the air, since it is heated by the air and

cooled by the surrounding soil. As this temperature difference gets smaller, heat transfer

decreases as well.

In the soil outside the pipe, the temperature distribution rate will be slower than inside the

pipe, because the air is distributing heat faster than the soil is capable of leading it away. The

heat flux between the air and the pipe surface consists of both convection and conduction

while in the soil heat is transported solely by conduction. Heat will therefore accumulate in

the surrounding soil closest to the pipe as long as there is a temperature gradient in the soil. In

figures 7.3 and 7.4 the soil temperatures along the pipe in the nodes a and b, (figure 5.1)

respectively, are shown for different hours during the day.

Temperatures at Node a
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Figure 7.3: The temperature variations at the radial distance ∆x from

 the pipe surface along the pipe at different times.

The heat spreads in the radial direction out from the pipe at a slower and slower rate. The

temperature increase in node b, at the distance 2⋅∆x from the pipe surface, will therefore rise

slower than in node a.
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Temperatures at Node b
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Figure 7.4: The temperature variations at the radial distance 2∆x from

the pipe surface along the pipe at different times.

Outside node b the temperature in the soil will not change noticeably for the first ten hours of

operation. For that reason the adiabatic circle for node b can be used as the undisturbed soil

temperature radius, rsoil, which is required for calculating the overall heat transfer coefficient,

Ua [W/m2,K], in equation (5.24).

7.1.3 Length of temperature intervals and the condensation mass flow

As the pipe’s surface temperature increases, the heat flux from the air per meter will decrease,

as previously discussed. For enabling the air to cool as much as before, a longer part of the

pipe is required for this process. The length of the temperature intervals is consequently

dependent on the surface temperatures and will get longer as the surface temperatures rise

towards their equilibrium state. How the length of the temperature intervals increase along the

pipe during ten hours is shown in figure 7.5.
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Temperature Intervals Along the Pipe 
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Figure 7.5: Length of temperature intervals at different times.

For fixed inlet parameters, the condensation rate will have constant values for each interval.

These values are given in figure 7.6 below. The evaporation rate varies between the different

temperature intervals. This is explained by the fact that the water amount in saturated air is a

function of temperature, and will decrease with decreasing temperature.

Interval   [°C] 70 – 65 65 - 60 60 - 55 55 - 50 50 – 45 45 – 40

mH2O       [kg/h] 29.05 20.74 15.19 11.30 8.53 6.48
Figure 7.6: Mass flow of condense water for each interval.

As the air temperature drop decreases with time along the pipe, the condensation water will be

more and more evenly distributed along it during the day, as shown in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: The average rate of condensation along the pipe at different

lengths and times.
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In the morning, when operation starts, the available irrigation water will mostly be

concentrated in the beginning of the pipe. In the evening, after several hours of operation, the

water will be more evenly distributed. Altogether, the soil around the pipe inlet will, after a

day of running the system, be irrigated the most while the end gains the least water. A way for

solving this uneven distribution dilemma is presented in chapter 8.

7.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis for Chosen Variables

In this section it is investigated how the pipe length varies with different diameters, inlet

velocities and soil conductivity coefficients. The results are shown after a ten hours run.

The figure 7.8 shows the changes of cooling length for inlet velocities 1 m/s ≤ c1 ≤ 7 m/s. The

diameter is the same as the standard value and therefore the inlet velocity c1 = 5 m/s gives the

same length as shown before. A little thing to notice is that the cooling process is more time

consuming for a short pipe than for a long. For the inlet velocity of c1 = 1 m/s, it takes 34

seconds for the air to cool from 70°C to 40°C, while it only takes about 14 seconds when c1 =

7 m/s and hence, seven times more air is cooled during the process. The explanation lies in the

velocity-dependent heat transfer rate. A small change in velocity leads to a huge change in the

convection heat transfer coefficient, and this is why more air in a shorter time may be cooled

at a higher velocity. A consequence of this is that the required length for the cooling process

will grow as the velocity increases.
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Figure 7.8: The required cooling length as a function of inlet velocity.
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To see how a change in diameter influences the cooling length, it is in figure 7.9 varied ±10%

from its standard value with a fixed velocity. It turns out that a decrease in the diameter of

10% will result in an 11% decrease in the length, while for a 10% increase, the length will get

8% longer. This is because the airflow also will decrease and increase, respectively, with the

diameter.
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Figure 7.9: The required cooling length as a function of the diameter.

Figure 7.10 illustrates how the cooling length is influenced by different values for the heat

conductivity coefficient in the soil. The coefficient is dependent on the soil structure and

humidity. This value will therefore be different for the drainage pipe and the PVC-pipe, since

the drainage pipe will moisten the soil. The heat conduction coefficient for the soil is set to 1

W/m,K in the drinking water application and to 1.5 W/m,K for the irrigation application.
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Figure 7.10: The variations of cooling length from the choice of ksoil. The lower value

 represents the conductivity for a dry clay soil and the higher represents a moist clay soil.
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77..22  CCoolldd  IInnjjeeccttiioonn  iinn  tthhee  IIrrrriiggaattiioonn  SSyysstteemm

7.2.1 Presumptions

To slow the heating process in the soil it is a good idea to make use of the cooler night air to

again cool the pipe surface for the remaining 14 hours of the day. The ambient air is assumed

to have a mean temperature of 15°C during the night and enter the pipe at that temperature.

The values for the diameter, inlet air velocity, radial distance between two nodes in the soil,

time step, the soil conductivity and the undisturbed soil temperature are the same as in section

7.1.1. The pipe is again divided into temperature intervals of 5°C each, and the thermal

resistance in the pipe wall is neglected. No considerations are taken to the possible

evaporation or condensation processes inside the pipe.

7.2.2 Temperature distribution

During the day, the cooling process of the air will, according to figure 7.1, become less

efficient for each hour the irrigation system is run. As the pipe wall is slowly heated the

available amount of irrigation water will decrease as the air and surface temperatures

approach each other. As the ambient night air is injected into the pipe, it will be heated and

cooled along the pipe according to the figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: The heating and cooling of the night-air inside the pipes.
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Figure 7.12 shows that the surface will be cooled only for the first twenty meters. The air

temperature will thereafter be nearly as high as the temperature at the surface, and practically

no heat transfer between these two may then occur. All the heat accumulated in the soil during

the day, must therefore be lead away from the pipe in the radial direction.
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Figure 7.12: The surface temperature along the pipe at different times during the night.

As the pipe surface is cooled, the heat transfer rate out from the pipe decreases and becomes

negative in the first part. The transient heat conduction in the soil around the pipe will hence

behave differently in the first node, a0, compared to the rest of the nodes, a20 – a80, along the

pipe. At the inlet the surface temperature will after some time sink below the temperature in

node a0, and heat will then be transported both towards the pipe surface and node b0. As may

be observed in figure 7.13, the node a will after eight hours of warming have the highest

temperature among the air, surface and soil, in the corresponding cross-section during the first

eight meters.
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Figure 7.13: The temperature in node a, located at the distance ∆x meters from the pipe surface.
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The temperature in node b is only affected by the recharging of cold air during the first twenty

meters. Along the rest of the length the temperature at this distance from the pipe will increase

during these 14 hours, more or less independently of the warming process inside the pipe.

Temperatures at Node b
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Figure 7.14: The temperature in node b, located at the distance 2∆x meters

 from the pipe surface

When considering the effects of the recharging of cold air into the pipe for the purpose of

increased efficiency, not much of a difference may be seen in the resulting surface

temperature. In order to cool the pipe and soil to their original temperatures, a much longer

time than just one night is required. This is because the heat release during the cooling of the

air also involves the release of the condensed water’s latent heat of vaporisation. The problem

of the warmed ground might be eliminated by the fact that irrigation only is required during

some parts of the year. During periods when irrigation is not necessary, the temperatures in

the soil may then be restored.

77..33  EExxppeerriimmeennttaall  RReessuullttss  vveerrssuuss  TThheeoorryy

The received results from the field test in Adana will only come to their justice when

comparing them with theoretical data. In this chapter, only results from the PVC-pipe are

presented since the airflow in the drainage pipe came to a standstill before the outlet. The

underlying reason could probably be that either the pressure drop, due to the slits in the pipe,
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was too high or the air penetration to the soil was too great. In the figure 7.15, the comparison

is done by plotting the average relative temperature increase for all the resistance blocks

together with the corresponding theoretical values, three centimetres from the pipe surface.
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Figure 7.15: The measured and simulated soil temperature increase.

Figure 7.16 illustrates how the measured and calculated relative cooling rates varies with

time. During the test, the pipe surface was heated before the first measurement opportunity,

which is why the cooling rate varies little during the experimental tests compared to the

calculated.
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Figure 7.16: Theoretic and measured cooling rate per meter

Once again, it might be pointed out that the results from the tests in no way are appropriate for

validating the theoretical calculations. Out on the fields, no precise measurements could

possibly be made, partly because of the unreliable measuring equipment that gave more or
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less arbitrary results, and partly because of the inadequate time that was given for each test.

Furthermore, the two perpendicular bends on each pipe caused whirls in the air flow that

affected the velocity and the heat transfer at the first measuring point in the test. The purpose

of the test was rather to visualise the condensation process; to see the moist air coming out of

the pipe and the drops of precipitated water inside the pipe. Nevertheless, the comparisons

might still be interesting.
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88..  TThhee  CCoonnddeennssaattiioonn  IIrrrriiggaattiioonn  SSyysstteemm

After leaving the solar still, the air is lead down into the thermally insulated main pipe to

which the drainage pipes are alternately connected on the right and left side with equivalent

distance apart. These pipes will from now on be called a building block of the system. How

two building blocks are connected is shown in the figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Two building blocks.

By putting the cross-sectional area of the main pipe equal to the sum of the cross-sectional

areas of the drainage pipes, pressure gradients along the main pipe are minimised. This means
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that the inlet conditions for the attached drainage pipes are approximately homogeneous. The

required volume flow for keeping a uniform inlet velocity, temperature and radius into every

drainage pipe is derived from

crNV sm ⋅⋅⋅= π2& (8.1)

where N is the number of drainage pipes attached to the main pipe. So, how close must the

drainage pipes be placed to each other in order to satisfy crop irrigation need? This was

already calculated in chapter 4 with assumed values, with the exception that the irrigation

yield was calculated for a known pipe spacing. The same equations can nevertheless be used.

If the air is cooled from 70°C to 40°C, the mass flow of condensed water will, according to

equation (4.9), be

( )CCdaw xxmm °° −⋅= 4070&& = 0.025 kg/s.

For a day of operation, assuming that the sun will be up for ten hours, the total amount of

accessible irrigation water, will be 913 kg/day, as before. If the irrigation need is H = 0.003

m/day and the length of the drainage pipes are approximately L = 75 m, according to the

results in chapter 7, the distance between two drainage pipes may be estimated by rearranging

equation (4.10) to:

HL
m

S
w

w

⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅

=
2

103600
ρ
&

= 2.0 m

If the aim is to irrigate 1 ha per building block, the length of the main pipe must be 66 m,

which will result in 33 drainage pipes.

Since the air is warmer in the beginning of the drainage pipe, more water will condense there

and therefore the irrigation amount won’t be even along the pipe. By placing the drainage

pipes as shown in figure 8.1, visualising two building blocks, this will be avoided and the

temperature and water distribution will even out in the field.
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88..11  AA  FFaann  ffoorr  DDrriivviinngg  PPrreessssuurree

To be able to select a suitable fan for a building block, the total required driving pressure must

be calculated. The greatest loss of pressure in the system occurs between the fan and the outlet

of the drainage pipe furthest away. This pressure loss must be compensated by the fan.

Due to ramifications and friction the pressure will drop along the main pipe. In the drainage

pipe, the pressure will fall because of friction against the pipe surface, the compression of the

air due to the cooling process and the disturbances of the flow at the inlet and outlet. The

outlet effect is however neglected since the pipe in the former calculations was considered

semi-infinite. Thereby, the driving pressure for the fan will become:
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The inlet pressure loss, ∆pin,d [Pa], is caused by the contraction of the streamlines, which

lowers the static pressure in the air. Its value is derived from the equation (8.3) below. For the

drainage pipes the loss factor can be set to ζ = 0.5 (Alvarez, H. 1990), since the entrance is

angular.
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∆pacc,d [Pa] is the change in pressure that originates from the cooling of air in the drainage

pipe. An observant eye may notice that the value of equation (8.4) will be negative, since the

density of the outlet air, ρ2 [kg/m3], will be greater than of the inlet and, thus, the pressure will

rise because of the cooling effect and help the fan carry the air forward.
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∆pf,d [Pa] is the friction pressure loss in the drainage pipe and is calculated by equation (8.5)

below for the inlet velocity c1 [m/s] and density ρ1 [kg/m3]. The friction factor, fd, is extracted

from the Moody diagram in figure 8.2 for the surface roughness 1 mm and the appropriate

value for the Reynolds number, equation (5.2):

s

d
df r

Lfc
p

⋅
⋅

⋅
=∆

4
1

2
1

,

ρ
(8.5)

∆pf,m [Pa] is the pressure loss due to friction in the main pipe and may be calculated by

equation (8.6) below. The friction factor, fm, is derived from figure 8.2 in the same way as fd,

with the assumed surface roughness 0.15 mm:

m
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p

⋅
⋅

⋅
=∆

2
1

2

,

ρ
(8.6)

Figure 8.2: The Moody diagram. (Chadwick, A., and Morfett, J., 1994)
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∆pram [Pa] is the pressure loss due to ramifications to the drainage pipes in the main pipe.

These are calculated by the equation (8.7),

2

2
11 c

p ram
⋅

⋅=∆
ρ

ξ  (8.7)

where the loss factor ξ is an estimation from the figure 8.3. The value V1/V0 is in this case

(N – (Sn-1))-1, if Sn is the number of the stretch in question, as marked in figure 8.1.

Figure 8.3: Pressure loss in the main pipe due to ramifications.
(Ventilation, KTH.1996).

The calculations for the driving pressure of the fan are presented in Appendix C.
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88..22  CCoosstt  ffoorr  WWaatteerr  PPrroodduuccttiioonn

To evaluate the system’s economic feasibility and compare it with other existing solutions for

water production, a simple cost estimate must be accomplished.

8.2.1 Power demand and electricity cost for the fan

When the required driving pressure of the fan now, by Appendix C, is known to be 212 Pa, it

may be desirable to know the resulting effect as well. From equation (4.8) the total mass flow

of air trough the main pipe will be ma,tot = 4.7 kg/s for 33 drainage pipes. The theoretical value

of the fan effect is

ηρ ⋅

⋅∆
=

1

,totafan
fan

mp
P

&
(8.8)

where η[%] is the efficiency of the fan. If the efficiency is set to 70%, the theoretical value of

the fan effect will become Pfan = 1.6 kW. If one building block contains N = 33 drainage

pipes, then 33⋅mw kg water can be extracted every second per building block under prevailing

conditions. The specific energy consumption of the fan, Wfan [Wh/m3], becomes:

w

wfan
fan mN

P
W

&⋅⋅

⋅
=

3600

ρ
= 521.4 Wh/m3 (8.9)

 If the electricity price is EC = 0.25 SEK/kWh, the specific electricity price for the fan, SFEC

[SEK/m3], will be:

fanW
EC

SFEC ⋅=
1000

= 0.13 SEK/m3
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8.2.2 The depreciation costs for the construction

Depreciation costs are the purchase prize distributed on the expected usage period. In these

costs for the system, only the fan, the drainage pipes and the main pipe for one building block

are included.

According to the company Terana AB, the drainage pipes cost 112.33 SEK/m. The prize for

the insulated main pipe can be estimated from the prize used by the district heating plant

Luleå Energi AB in their calculations for the purchase and installation of their distribution

pipes. Ignoring the fact that these are not exactly of the same kind used in this project, the cost

for the main pipe is set to 4 000 SEK/m. The in Appendix C selected fan BC020 Basic wing

BCRW from PM-luft AB costs 38 000 SEK. For 33⋅75 m drainage pipe and 66 m main pipe

required for one building block, the total annual cost of depreciation, TADC, becomes:

Item Total cost Usage period Annual costs

Units [SEK] [years] [SEK/year]

Drainage pipe 278 025 60 4 634

Main pipe 264 000 30 8 800

Fan 38 000 20 1 900

TADC [SEK/year] 15 334

Figure 8.4: Total Annual Cost of Depreciation

8.2.3 Water Cost

If every drainage pipe in a building block can produce 913 kg of water per day with the

density ρw = 985 kg/m3 and the system is run for I = 150 days per year, the total obtainable

amount of water for one building block becomes

wtotww INmV ρ⋅⋅= ,& = 4 588 m3/year.
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The specific depreciation cost for a cubic meter of water is therefore

wVTADCSADC = =3.34 SEK/m3

Combining the specific depreciation cost and the specific electricity cost for the construction,

the total specific annual water cost, TSAC, may be estimated as:

SADCSFECTSAC += ≈ 3.47 SEK/m3

No considerations have been taken for the interest, maintenance or employee costs in these

estimations. However, since the water is directly transported to the subsurface system and the

water losses are very low, less water is required and transportation costs are eliminated.

Transportation costs and costs for water losses for other irrigation systems should therefore be

included in a comparative water cost.

Should a solar still be included in the cost estimation, the specific cost would rise

5 – 16 SEK/m3, which is the prize range of the large commercial kinds today. In this system it

remains unsaid whether a regular solar still is required or not. Perhaps a simpler solution is

available?
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99..  UUttiilliissiinngg  SSoollaarr  CChhiimmnneeyyss  ffoorr  DDrriinnkkiinngg--WWaatteerr  PPrroodduuccttiioonn

When using a fan for driving the air through the buried pipes, as in chapter 8, a source for

electricity is required. Sometimes maybe the pipes are placed at a location where the

electricity demand is impossible to meet, or too expensive to afford. An alternative to the fan

must then be presented.

A solar chimney is exactly what it sounds like – a vertical cylinder that, by means of the sun,

heats the air inside it. It is common knowledge that warm air is lighter than cold, so when the

air in the chimney becomes warmer than the ambient outside air, it will rise upwards, causing

a suction inside the chimney. In this way air is sucked into the chimney at the bottom, and

blown out at the top. The suction ∆psun [Pa] may mathematically be expressed as

(Ekechukwu, O. V., Norton, B., 1997):

( )chsun Hgp ρρ −⋅⋅=∆ ∞ (9.1)

  where

  H = Height of the chimney  [m]

  ρ∞ = Density of the ambient outside air [kg/m3]

ρch = Average density of the air inside the pipe [kg/m3]

If the chimney is exposed to the open air, the flow rate from the chimney will also be

influenced by wind effects. As the wind blows past the top of the chimney, some of the

airflow will be caught and carried away by the wind. As may be realised by inspection of the

expression below, the wind speed, cwind [m/s], is of crucial importance to how much suction

gain the chimney will have from it. The wind contribution to the suction forces, ∆pwind [Pa], is

(Gan, G., Riffat, S. B., 1998)

2

2
wind

pwind

c
Cp

⋅
⋅∆=∆ ∞ρ

(9.2)

where ∆Cp is the difference in wind pressure coefficient between flow inlet and outlet.
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Solar chimneys are used in various areas. Sometimes they are used to enhance air movement

in naturally ventilated houses. For these purposes they are mostly built on the south side of the

house as a glazed tunnel on a background of for example blackened concrete, that connects

the indoor environment with the outdoor.

On other occasions, the solar chimney is used for electric power generation. A large area

exposed to the sun is covered by a glass cover. Due to solar radiation, the ground and the air

under it will be heated. If the glass plate is given a small inclination towards the centre of the

area, where the chimney is located, the chimney draught will drive the warm and light air

upwards. This stream can be used for electricity generation by installing a horizontally

rotating wind generator inside the chimney.

The first experimental plant for electricity generation was built 1981 – 82 in Manzanares,

Spain. The glass covered area was 45 000 m2 and the chimney rose 200 meters up in the sky.

Despite the gigantic area claim, it was only able to produce 50 kW of electric effect. This

figure can be compared with the fact that an ordinary wind power station alone under normal

operating conditions produces about 200 kW. A big one can produce up to 2 000 kW.

It will in other words take a while before solar chimneys will be able to compete with other

available energy sources for electricity production. It is, on the other hand, very likely that a

solar chimney could be used for driving the humid air through the pipes referred to in this

project – humid air is furthermore lighter than dry, so this fact makes a solar chimney even

more suitable, since it works on the difference in densities!

The design of the intended solar chimney in this project is simply a black-painted, thin metal

cylinder with the height Hch = 3 m and the diameter Dch = 1 m. It is placed at the end of the

PVC-pipe, where they are connected by a 90° bend, according to the figure 9.1. The chimney

must be dimensioned to overcome the pressure losses within the pipe and the chimney.

Therefore this system will only be examined for the purpose of drinking-water production.

There are two reasons for this: firstly, the absolute greatest source to pressure loss in this
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system is the friction inside the pipe, and since the friction factor is so large in a drainage pipe

compared with a smooth PVC-pipe’s, the required size of the chimney would be much bigger

in that case. Secondly, it was shown earlier that to cover the irrigation need on a field, the

drainage pipes would have to be at a distance of one meter from its neighbours. This would

mean, that if the chimney with the diameter of one meter should be attached to each drainage

pipe of a building block, long rows of big, black metal pillars every other meter would cover

the fields. Quite absurd. The PVC-pipes for the drinking-water production, on the other hand,

need no particular distance from each other, and are therefore much more suitable.

AIR

~50 M

0.3 M

3 M

1 M
q’’SUN

WIND

Figure 9.1: The system for drinking-water using a solar chimney

The pressure losses in the chimney will originate from the friction and acceleration in the pipe

and the chimney, inlet effects, the bend on the pipe before the connection to the chimney, the

area change at the connection and the inclination of the pipe:

hareabendpinchaccpaccchfpfloss ppppppppp ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆ ,,,,, (9.3)

The friction loss for the pipe, ∆pf,p [Pa], is calculated by equation (8.5) in the same manner as

for the drainage pipe for an estimated value for the surface roughness of 0.15 mm. Both the

friction loss, ∆pf,ch [Pa], and the acceleration loss, ∆pacc,ch [Pa], in the chimney are negligible,

and are consequently set to zero. Note that the friction factor, f, will be much less for the

PVC-pipe than for the drainage pipe, due to the lower velocity in the pipe, and the smoother

pipe surface.
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The acceleration loss in the pipe, ∆pacc,p [Pa], is derived from equation (8.4), and the pressure

loss due to flow disturbances at the inlet, ∆pin [Pa], is calculated in the same way as for the

drainage pipe, that is, through equation (8.3).

 Before the pipe is connected to the chimney, it makes a 90° bend, which causes a loss in

dynamic pressure of the amount ∆pbend [Pa]. According to the figure 9.2, this pressure loss can

be neglected.

Figure 9.2: Pressure falls in pipe-bends. (Ventilation, KTH. 1996)

∆parea [Pa] is the pressure loss caused by the change of area in the connection between the

pipe and the chimney. It is expressed as
2
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where

ci = Inlet velocity of the PVC-pipe [m/s]

ρi = Air density at the inlet of the pipe [kg/m3]
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∆ph [Pa] is the final source for the pressure loss and is, much like the acceleration loss,

actually a pressure gain. The air will flow from a higher point to a lower in the PVC-pipe, and

therefore give the chimney a helping hand in its transportation work. The equation for this

negative pressure loss is

( )iiooh hhgp ⋅−⋅⋅=∆ ρρ (9.5)

where

ρo = Air density at the end of the pipe [kg/m3]

ho = Geodetic height of the pipe at the end [m]

hi = Geodetic height of the pipe at the inlet [m]

The buoyancy forces caused by the sun, equation (9.1), are exclusively dependent of the

chimney height and the temperature difference between the air inside the chimney and the

ambient air outside. With the decided height and a set outside temperature, the variable left is

the average density of the air in the chimney, which is calculated as

2
,, ochich

ch

ρρ
ρ

+
= (9.6)

where ρch,i and ρch,o, [kg/m3], are the densities of the entering and leaving air in the chimney,

respectively. The inlet air density, which is the same as the outlet air density of the pipe, is

dependent on the decided inlet air temperature of the chimney. The outlet air density is a

function of the outlet air temperature, which, among other things, depends on the surface

temperature of the chimney, the convection and radiation heat transfer from the outside

surface and the sun heat transfer rate to the surface.

If  the heat conduction through the chimney wall and the surface radiation is neglected, the

energy balance for the chimney may be expressed as

∞+= qqq chsun (9.7)
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where

qch = Heat transfer from the chimney wall to the internal air [W]

q∞ = Convective heat transfer from the chimney surface to the outside air [W]

The convective heat transfer from the chimney to the surroundings, is written

( )∞∞∞ −⋅⋅⋅⋅= TTHDhq chschchD ,, π (9.8)

where

Ts,ch = Surface temperature of the chimney [°C]

T∞ = Ambient air temperature [°C]

The average convection coefficient,hD,∞ [W/m2,K], is derived from equation (5.5), through

the Zhukauskas correlation (Incropera, DeWitt. 1996), equation (9.9), for the average Nusselt

number:
25.0

37.06.0

Pr
PrPrRe26,0 








⋅⋅⋅=

s
DDNu (9.9)

where Re and Pr are evaluated at the ambient air temperature, while Prs should be evaluated at

the surface temperature. The effect transferred to the internally flowing air is

( )chichopchch TTcmq ,, −⋅⋅= & (9.10)

where

Ti,ch = Air temperature at the inlet of the chimney [°C]

To,ch = Air temperature at the outlet of the chimney [°C]

The mass flow in the chimney is of course the same as the mass flow inside the pipe, if the

mass of the condensed water is neglected, and can be derived from the equation (5.18).
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If the sun adds q"sun = 800 W/m2, and is assumed to shine on half of the chimney surface at all

times, the temperature at the outlet of the chimney may be calculated by the equations (9.7),

(9.8) and (9.10) for an assumed surface temperature:

( )( )
chi

pch

schDsunchch
cho T

cm

TThqHD
T ,

,,
,

5.0
+

⋅

−⋅−′′⋅⋅⋅⋅
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&
π

(9.11)

By equation (9.11), the outlet density can be calculated, which gives the driving suction from

the sun and wind. For the chosen pipe diameter and an assumed inlet velocity, the temperature

intervals are calculated according to the theory in chapter 5, and a pipe length, corresponding

to the decided PVC-pipe outlet temperature, Ti,ch, is derived.

During a day of operation, the outlet air in the pipe will become warmer and warmer, due to

the insulating soil. Less water will condense, but the suction in the chimney will increase,

which results in a higher mass flow of air through it. The critical case for dimensioning the

system will therefore occur in the beginning of a run. The correct inlet velocity is thus

calculated with the derived length after a few hours of running the system by means of

equations (8.3) to (8.5), (9.1), (9.2), (9.4) and (9.5):
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For the new ci another cooling length is interpolated until the assumed and calculated ci match

satisfactorily.

If the pipe diameter is Dp = 0.3 m and the inlet and outlet temperatures of the PVC-pipe are

set to 70°C and 40°C, respectively, the resulting inlet velocity becomes ci = 1.2 m/s. The pipe

length and gain of drinkable water per day will be L = 50 m and mw = 493 kg/day,

respectively. The calculations are presented in Appendix D.
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1100..  CCoonncclluussiioonnss

During history, civilisations have persisted or perished as they experienced situations of too

much or too little water. Water is still central in our lives today and despite of our

technological skills we are as dependent as ever of a rich supply of freshwater. As there each

year are millions more of us to share the same fixed amount of water, we are coming to realise

that our way of life is threatened.

Agriculture consumes the majority of the freshwater in the world. If forecasts are correct,

growers will increasingly compete with other users for the water. As the largest user,

agriculture has a special responsibility to conserve, both for the world’s wellbeing and for its

own self-interest. A way of making the water use significantly more efficient is by improving

the irrigation systems and the knowledge of water management among farmers. Problems of

salinity and erosion of agriculture lands in semiarid and arid regions often arise due to

incorrect or exaggerated water use. Some of the strategies for eliminating these problems

include reducing run-off and percolation and in the same time increasing infiltration-rate.

By using subsurface irrigation, the water consumption is remarkably lowered and the water-

table is kept deep. The water losses due to surface evaporation and run-off is also reduced,

which prohibits the man-induced erosion. Since the pipes are safely buried in the ground,

there are no risks of vandalism or animal-damages and the agriculture equipment are allowed

free access to the field area. In addition, since the water is evenly distributed at the root zone,

better yield and improved production can be expected.

In the subsurface irrigation system described in this report, the amount of irrigation water can

be adjusted according to the distinct need of the area by adapting the inlet temperature and the

airflow. A high temperature in the beginning will require less mass flow of air, which

decreases the pipe cost. The limiting factors for the inlet temperature are the achievable sun-

effect and the temperature tolerance of the plant roots.
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By combining the irrigation system with a similar drainage system, spoiled lands can

efficiently be desalinated. Leading the drainage water back to the solar still would result in a

safe deposit of the salt and other pollutants collected by the drainage water. In this way the

water use is minimised since the collected drainage water by evaporation once more can

participate in the irrigation.

Before placing the pipes, it is important to level and plough the land to prevent salt

accumulations and increase soil infiltration rate. Ploughing is gained in the bargain when the

pipes are put in place. In these theoretical calculations of the irrigation system, it was assumed

that the land had already been levelled and that the pipes were placed horizontally in a

homogeneous soil, i.e. the hydraulic and heat conduction coefficients were homogeneous

throughout the soil.

In this study, it was assumed that no air could penetrate the slits of the drainage pipe and that

the air throughout the pipe was kept at atmospheric pressure. These two assumptions that first

and foremost delimits this report to clay soils and low-velocity flows inside the pipe, are

rough and brings a great deviation from the reality. By assuming atmospheric pressure inside

the pipe, common expressions of for example humid air, could be used. Since the system was

designed for clay soils, it was reasonable to assume that the water penetrating the slits would

clog the tiny pores in the soil and thereby obstruct the discharge of air. The water would

nevertheless be sucked out by capillary forces and in this way the soil would become evenly

moist throughout the field, that is to say, the crop would consume water in the same rate the

pipe distributes it.

The undisturbed soil radius used in the calculations was said to be constant along the pipe

during the whole day. In reality this is not the case. Since the heat transfer is greatest in the

beginning of the pipe, the temperature will rise more there than in the end. During the growth

season this radius will grow even further if no successful recharging of cold is performed.

This effect was not taken into account in this report and following studies of this system may

involve a closer in-sight of this long-term warming of the soil.
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To be able to describe how the air and water are distributed in the soil, principles of

continuum mechanics must be applied for a two-phase flow in a porous media. In connection,

further studies of the interaction between the hydraulics and the heat transfer inside the pipe

should be examined more closely. Future research could also involve the use of other

materials such as clay bricks and stone-paths for a more economic way of subsurface air

transportation.

The distilled water in the drinking-water application needs some kind of mineral enrichment

to become drinkable. This can easily be done by filtrating the water through a clay and sand

filter, a method often used for commercial mineral waters. Long pipes in the drinking-water

application makes the system more expensive, but at the same time will the cooling of the air

become more efficient and more water possible to extract. Following investigations can

perhaps develop a way of extracting the same amount of water in a shorter cooling stretch.

Moreover, a closer look must be directed towards how the solar stills are designed and if there

are cheaper and better ways of humidifying the air. There are already a large variety of

commercial desalination systems, such as multistage flash evaporators, membrane separators

and separation by freezing. However since the treated system only works with warm air, some

kind of evaporation distillation should be the best option.

Economical estimations of the system show that the condensation irrigation system has the

potential of being competitive. Compared to the common flooding methods, both sprinklers,

drip and subsurface irrigation are more expensive alternatives. Although taking into

consideration the land degradation that results from flooding and the cost for repairing land,

this method will in the long run not be very advantageous after all. As freshwater becomes a

more and more valuable merchandise, the squander of water will probably in the near future

come to an end. The more water-efficient irrigation methods will then become more coveted.
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AAppppeennddiixx  AA::  PPoowweerrssiimm::  LLiisstt  ooff  VVaarriiaabblleess
init FUKTIG_LUFT_4035 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_4035 = +dt*massflöde_7
init FUKTIG_LUFT_4540 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_4540 = +dt*massflöde_6

-dt*massflöde_7
init FUKTIG_LUFT_5045 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_5045 = -dt*massflöde_6

+dt*massflöde_5
init FUKTIG_LUFT_5550 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_5550 = +dt*massflöde_4

-dt*massflöde_5
init FUKTIG_LUFT_6055 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_6055 = -dt*massflöde_4

+dt*massflöde_3
init FUKTIG_LUFT_6560 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_6560 = -dt*massflöde_3

+dt*massflöde_2
init FUKTIG_LUFT_7065 = 0
flow FUKTIG_LUFT_7065 = -dt*massflöde_2

+dt*massflöde_1
aux massflöde_1 = densitet_1*c1*r_y^2*PI
aux massflöde_2 = massflöde_1-m_c_12
aux massflöde_3 = massflöde_2-m_c_23
aux massflöde_4 = massflöde_3-m_c_34
aux massflöde_5 = massflöde_4-m_c_45
aux massflöde_6 = massflöde_5-m_c_56
aux massflöde_7 = massflöde_6-m_c_67
aux Bi_1 = U_20*dx_1/kj_1
aux Bi_2 = U_60*dx_2/kj_2
aux Bi_3 = U_40*dx_3/kj_3
aux Bi_4 = U_100*dx_4/kj_4
aux Bi_5 = U_80*dx_5/kj_5
aux Bi0 = U_00*dx/kj
aux biot = (Bi0+1)*Fo
aux biot_1 = (Bi_1+1)*Fo_1
aux c_2 = massflöde_2/(densitet_2*r_y^2*PI)
aux c_3 = massflöde_3/(densitet_3*r_y_1^2*PI)
aux c_4 = massflöde_4/(densitet_4*r_y_3^2*PI)
aux c_5 = massflöde_5/(densitet_5*r_y_2^2*PI)
aux c_6 = massflöde_6/(densitet_6*r_y_5^2*PI)
aux c_7 = massflöde_7/(densitet_7*r_y_4^2*PI)
aux densitet_1 = 101325/(287*(T1+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p1/(T1+273.15)
aux densitet_12 = (densitet_1+densitet_2)/2
aux densitet_2 = 101325/(287*(T2+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p2/(T2+273.15)
aux densitet_23 = (densitet_2+densitet_3)/2
aux densitet_3 = 101325/(287*(T3+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p3/(T3+273.15)
aux densitet_34 = (densitet_3+densitet_4)/2
aux densitet_4 = 101325/(287*(T4+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p4/(T4+273.15)
aux densitet_45 = (densitet_4+dens itet_5)/2
aux densitet_5 = 101325/(287*(T5+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p5/(T5+273.15)
aux densitet_56 = (densitet_5+densitet_6)/2
aux densitet_6 = 101325/(287*(T6+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p6/(T6+273.15)
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aux densitet_67 = (densitet_6+densitet_7)/2
aux densitet_7 = 101325/(287*(T7+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p7/(T7+273.15)
aux densitet_y_0 = 101325/(287*(Ty12+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p_y_0/(Ty12+273.15)
aux densitet_y_23 = 101325/(287*(Ty23+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p_y_23/(Ty23+273.15)
aux densitet_y_34 = 101325/(287*(Ty34+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p_y_34/(Ty34+273.15)
aux densitet_y_45 = 101325/(287*(Ty45+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p_y_45/(Ty45+273.15)
aux densitet_y_56 = 101325/(287*(Ty56+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p_y_56/(Ty56+273.15)
aux densitet_y67 = 101325/(287*(Ty67+273.15))-(1/287-1/462)*p_y_67/(Ty67+273.15)
aux dT_12 = (T1+T2)/2-Ty12
aux dT_23 = (T3+T2)/2-Ty23
aux dT_34 = (T3+T4)/2-Ty34
aux dT_45 = (T4+T5)/2-Ty45
aux dT_56 = (T5+T6)/2-Ty56
aux dT_67 = (T6+T7)/2-Ty67
aux f_12 = (0.79*LN(Re_12)-1.64)^-2
aux f_23 = (0.79*LN(Re_23)-1.64)^-2
aux f_34 = (0.79*LN(Re_34)-1.64)^-2
aux f_45 = (0.79*LN(Re_45)-1.64)^-2
aux f_56 = (0.79*LN(Re_56)-1.64)^-2
aux f_67 = (0.79*LN(Re_67)-1.64)^-2
aux Fo = 2.7174e-7*TIMESTEP/dx^2*3600
aux Fo_1 = 2.7174e-7*TIMESTEP/dx_1^2*3600
aux Fo_2 = 2.7174e-7*TIMESTEP/dx_2^2*3600
aux Fo_3 = 2.7174e-7*TIMESTEP/dx_3^2*3600
aux Fo_4 = 2.7174e-7*TIMESTEP/dx_4^2*3600
aux Fo_5 = 2.7174e-7*TIMESTEP/dx_5^2*3600
aux h_12 = Nu_12*k_l_12/r_y/2
aux h_23 = Nu_23*k_l_23/r_y_1/2
aux h_34 = Nu_34*k_l_34/r_y_3/2
aux h_45 = Nu_45*k_l_45/r_y_2/2
aux h_56 = Nu_56*k_l_56/r_y_5/2
aux h_67 = Nu_67*k_l_67/r_y_4/2
aux h_m_12 = D_AB_12*h_12*Le_12^(1/3)/k_l_12
aux h_m_23 = D_AB_23*h_23*Le_23^(1/3)/k_l_23
aux h_m_34 = D_AB_34*h_34*Le_34^(1/3)/k_l_34
aux h_m_45 = D_AB_45*h_45*Le_45^(1/3)/k_l_45
aux h_m_56 = D_AB_56*h_56*Le_56^(1/3)/k_l_56
aux h_m_67 = D_AB_67*h_67*Le_67^(1/3)/k_l_67
aux L = z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67
aux Le_12 = alfa_12/D_AB_12
aux Le_23 = alfa_23/D_AB_23
aux Le_34 = alfa_34/D_AB_34
aux Le_45 = alfa_45/D_AB_45
aux Le_56 = alfa_56/D_AB_56
aux Le_67 = alfa_67/D_AB_67
aux m_c_12 = m_c_prim_12*z_12
aux m_c_23 = m_c_prim_23*z_23
aux m_c_34 = m_c_prim_34*z_34
aux m_c_45 = m_c_prim_45*z_45
aux m_c_56 = m_c_prim_56*z_56
aux m_c_67 = m_c_prim_67*z_67
aux m_c_bis_12 = h_m_12*(densitet_y_0-densitet_12)
aux m_c_bis_23 = h_m_23*(densitet_y_23-densitet_23)
aux m_c_bis_34 = h_m_34*(densitet_y_34-densitet_34)
aux m_c_bis_45 = h_m_45*(densitet_y_45-densitet_45)
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aux m_c_bis_56 = h_m_56*(densitet_y_56-densitet_56)
aux m_c_bis_67 = h_m_67*(densitet_y67-densitet_67)
aux m_c_prim_12 = m_c_bis_12*r_y*2*PI
aux m_c_prim_23 = m_c_bis_23*r_y_1*2*PI
aux m_c_prim_34 = m_c_bis_34*r_y_3*2*PI
aux m_c_prim_45 = m_c_bis_45*r_y_2*2*PI
aux m_c_prim_56 = m_c_bis_56*2*r_y_5*PI
aux m_c_prim_67 = m_c_bis_67*r_y_4*2*PI
aux m_tl = densitet_1*c1*r_y^2*PI/(1+x1)
aux Nu_12 = (f_12/8)*(Re_12-1000)*Pr_12/(1+12.7*(f_12/8)^(1/2)*(Pr_12^(2/3)-1))
aux Nu_23 = (f_23/8)*(Re_23-1000)*Pr_23/(1+12.7*(f_23/8)^(1/2)*(Pr_23^(2/3)-1))
aux Nu_34 = (f_34/8)*(Re_34-1000)*Pr_34/(1+12.7*(f_34/8)^(1/2)*(Pr_34^(2/3)-1))
aux Nu_45 = (f_45/8)*(Re_45-1000)*Pr_45/(1+12.7*(f_45/8)^(1/2)*(Pr_45^(2/3)-1))
aux Nu_56 = (f_56/8)*(Re_56-1000)*Pr_56/(1+12.7*(f_56/8)^(1/2)*(Pr_56^(2/3)-1))
aux Nu_67 = (f_67/8)*(Re_67-1000)*Pr_67/(1+12.7*(f_67/8)^(1/2)*(Pr_67^(2/3)-1))
aux p_y_0 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(Ty12+273.15)-7235/(Ty12+273.15))/(Ty12+273.15)^8.2
aux p_y_23 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(Ty23+273.15)-7235/(Ty23+273.15))/(Ty23+273.15)^8.2
aux p_y_34 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(Ty34+273.15)-7235/(Ty34+273.15))/(Ty34+273.15)^8.2
aux p_y_45 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(Ty45+273.15)-7235/(Ty45+273.15))/(Ty45+273.15)^8.2
aux p_y_56 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(Ty56+273.15)-7235/(Ty56+273.15))/(Ty56+273.15)^8.2
aux p_y_67 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(Ty67+273.15)-7235/(Ty67+273.15))/(Ty67+273.15)^8.2
aux p1 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T1+273.15)-7235/(T1+273.15))/(T1+273.15)^8.2
aux p2 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T2+273.15)-7235/(T2+273.15))/(T2+273.15)^8.2
aux p3 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T3+273.15)-7235/(T3+273.15))/(T3+273.15)^8.2
aux p4 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T4+273.15)-7235/(T4+273.15))/(T4+273.15)^8.2
aux p5 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T5+273.15)-7235/(T5+273.15))/(T5+273.15)^8.2
aux p6 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T6+273.15)-7235/(T6+273.15))/(T6+273.15)^8.2
aux p7 = EXP(77.345+0.0057*(T7+273.15)-7235/(T7+273.15))/(T7+273.15)^8.2
aux q_p_kond_ut12 =

q_prim_kond_12/(r_y/kj*LN((r_y+.4)/r_y))/((r_y/kj*LN((r_y+.4)/r_y))^(-1)+h_12)
aux q_p_kond_ut23 =

q_prim_kond_23/(r_y_1/kj_1*LN((r_y_1+.4)/r_y_1))/((r_y_1/kj_1*LN((r_y_1+.4)/r_y_1))^(-
1)+h_23)

aux q_p_kond_ut34 =
q_prim_kond_34/(r_y_3/kj_3*LN((r_y_3+.4)/r_y_3))/((r_y_3/kj_3*LN((r_y_3+.4)/r_y_3))^(-
1)+h_34)

aux q_p_kond_ut45 =
q_prim_kond_45/(r_y_2/kj_2*LN((r_y_2+.4)/r_y_2))/((r_y_2/kj_2*LN((r_y_2+.4)/r_y_2))^(-
1)+h_45)

aux q_p_kond_ut56 =
q_prim_kond_56/(r_y_5/kj_5*LN((r_y_5+.4)/r_y_5))/((r_y_5/kj_5*LN((r_y_5+.4)/r_y_5))^(-
1)+h_56)

aux q_p_kond_ut67 =
q_prim_kond_67/(r_y_4/kj_4*LN((r_y_4+.4)/r_y_4))/((r_y_4/kj_4*LN((r_y_4+.4)/r_y_4))^(-
1)+h_67)

aux q_prim_12 = q_p_kond_ut12+q_prim_konv_12
aux q_prim_23 = q_p_kond_ut23+q_prim_konv_23
aux q_prim_34 = q_p_kond_ut34+q_prim_konv_34
aux q_prim_45 = q_p_kond_ut45+q_prim_konv_45
aux q_prim_56 = q_p_kond_ut56+q_prim_konv_56
aux q_prim_67 = q_p_kond_ut67+q_prim_konv_67
aux q_prim_kond_12 = m_c_bis_12*PI*r_y*2*h_fg12
aux q_prim_kond_23 = m_c_bis_23*PI*r_y_1*2*h_fg23
aux q_prim_kond_34 = m_c_bis_34*PI*r_y_3*2*h_fg34
aux q_prim_kond_45 = m_c_bis_45*PI*r_y_2*2*h_fg45
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aux q_prim_kond_56 = m_c_bis_56*PI*r_y_5*2*h_fg56
aux q_prim_kond_67 = m_c_bis_67*PI*r_y_4*2*h_fg67
aux q_prim_konv_12 = dT_12*h_12*r_y*2*PI
aux q_prim_konv_23 = dT_23*h_23*r_y_1*2*PI
aux q_prim_konv_34 = dT_34*h_34*r_y_3*2*PI
aux q_prim_konv_45 = dT_45*h_45*r_y_2*2*PI
aux q_prim_konv_56 = dT_56*h_56*r_y_5*2*PI
aux q_prim_konv_67 = dT_67*h_67*r_y_4*2*PI
aux Re_12 = c1*r_y*2/viskositet_12
aux Re_23 = c_2*r_y_1*2/viskositet_23
aux Re_34 = c_3*r_y_3*2/viskositet_34
aux Re_45 = c_4*r_y_2*2/viskositet_45
aux Re_56 = c_5*r_y_5*2/viskositet_56
aux Re_67 = c_6*r_y_4*2/viskositet_67
aux T_y_100 =

2*Fo_4*(DELAYINF(Ta_n1_4,TIMESTEP,1,18)+DELAYINF(Bi_4,TIMESTEP,1,7.3)*Tm1
00)+(1-2*Fo_4-2*DELAYINF(Bi_4,TIMESTEP,1,7.3)*Fo_4)*Ty_n1_4

aux T_y_20 =
2*Fo_1*(DELAYINF(Ta_n1_1,TIMESTEP,1,18)+DELAYINF(Bi_1,TIMESTEP,1,8.9)*Tm2
0)+(1-2*Fo_1-2*DELAYINF(Bi_1,TIMESTEP,1,8.9)*Fo_1)*Ty_n1_1

aux T_y_40 =
2*Fo_3*(DELAYINF(T1_n1_3,TIMESTEP,1,18)+DELAYINF(Bi_3,TIMESTEP,1,8.4)*Tm4
0)+(1-2*Fo_3-2*DELAYINF(Bi_3,TIMESTEP,1,8.4)*Fo_3)*Ty_n1_3

aux T_y_60 =
2*Fo_2*(DELAYINF(Ta_n1_2,TIMESTEP,1,18)+DELAYINF(Bi_2,TIMESTEP,1,7.9)*Tm6
0)+(1-2*Fo_2-2*DELAYINF(Bi_2,TIMESTEP,1,7.9)*Fo_2)*Ty_n1_2

aux T_y_80 =
2*Fo_5*(DELAYINF(Ta_n1_5,TIMESTEP,1,18)+DELAYINF(Bi_5,TIMESTEP,1,7.6)*Tm8
0)+(1-2*Fo_5-2*DELAYINF(Bi_5,TIMESTEP,1,7.6)*Fo_5)*Ty_n1_5

aux T1_3 = Fo_3*(Ty_n1_3+T2_n1_3)+(1-2*Fo_3)*T1_n1_3
aux T1_n1_3 = DELAYINF(T1_3,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux T2_3 = Fo_3*(T1_n1_3+T3_n1_3)+(1-2*Fo_3)*T2_n1_3
aux T2_n1_3 = DELAYINF(T2_3,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux T3_3 = Fo_3*(T2_n1_3+T4_n1_3)+(1-2*Fo_3)*T3_n1_3
aux T3_n1_3 = DELAYINF(T3_3,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux T4_3 = Fo_3*(T3_n1_3+T5_n1_3)+(1-2*Fo_3)*T4_n1_3
aux T4_n1_3 = DELAYINF(T4_3,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux T5_3 = Fo_3*(T4_n1_3+T6_4)+(1-2*Fo_3)*T5_n1_3
aux T5_n1_3 = DELAYINF(T5_3,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux T5_n1_5 = DELAYINF(Te_5,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ta_1 = Fo*(Ty_n1+Tb_n1)+(1-2*Fo)*Ta_n1
aux Ta_2 = Fo_1*(Ty_n1_1+Tb_n1_1)+(1-2*Fo_1)*Ta_n1_1
aux Ta_4 = Fo_2*(Ty_n1_2+Tb_n1_2)+(1-2*Fo_2)*Ta_n1_2
aux Ta_5 = Fo_5*(Ty_n1_5+Tb_n1_5)+(1-2*Fo_5)*Ta_n1_5
aux Ta_6 = Fo_4*(Ty_n1_4+Tb_n1_4)+(1-2*Fo_4)*Ta_n1_4
aux Ta_n1 = DELAYINF(Ta_1,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ta_n1_1 = DELAYINF(Ta_2,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ta_n1_2 = DELAYINF(Ta_4,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ta_n1_4 = DELAYINF(Ta_6,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ta_n1_5 = DELAYINF(Ta_5,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tb_1 = Fo*(Ta_n1+Tc_n1)+(1-2*Fo)*Tb_n1
aux Tb_2 = Fo_1*(Ta_n1_1+Tc_n1_1)+(1-2*Fo_1)*Tb_n1_1
aux Tb_4 = Fo_2*(Ta_n1_2+Tc_n1_2)+(1-2*Fo_2)*Tb_n1_2
aux Tb_5 = Fo_5*(Ta_n1_5+Tc_n1_5)+(1-2*Fo_5)*Tb_n1_5
aux Tb_6 = Fo_4*(Ta_n1_4+Tc_n1_4)+(1-2*Fo_4)*Tb_n1_4
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aux Tb_n1 = DELAYINF(Tb_1,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tb_n1_1 = DELAYINF(Tb_2,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tb_n1_2 = DELAYINF(Tb_4,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tb_n1_4 = DELAYINF(Tb_6,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tb_n1_5 = DELAYINF(Tb_5,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tc_1 = Fo*(Tb_n1+Td_n1)+(1-2*Fo)*Tc_n1
aux Tc_2 = Fo_1*(Tb_n1_1+Td_n1_1)+(1-2*Fo_1)*Tc_n1_1
aux Tc_4 = Fo_2*(Tb_n1_2+Td_n1_2)+(1-2*Fo_2)*Tc_n1_2
aux Tc_5 = Fo_5*(Tb_n1_5+Td_n1_5)+(1-2*Fo_5)*Tc_n1_5
aux Tc_6 = Fo_4*(Tb_n1_4+Td_n1_4)+(1-2*Fo_4)*Tc_n1_4
aux Tc_n1 = DELAYINF(Tc_1,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tc_n1_1 = DELAYINF(Tc_2,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tc_n1_2 = DELAYINF(Tc_4,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tc_n1_4 = DELAYINF(Tc_6,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tc_n1_5 = DELAYINF(Tc_5,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Td_1 = Fo*(Tc_n1+Te_n1)+(1-2*Fo)*Td_n1
aux Td_2 = Fo_1*(Tc_n1_1+Te_n1_1)+(1-2*Fo_1)*Td_n1_1
aux Td_4 = Fo_2*(Tc_n1_2+Te_n1_2)+(1-2*Fo_2)*Td_n1_2
aux Td_5 = Fo_5*(Tc_n1_5+T5_n1_5)+(1-2*Fo_5)*Td_n1_5
aux Td_6 = Fo_4*(Tc_n1_4+Te_n1_4)+(1-2*Fo_4)*Td_n1_4
aux Td_n1 = DELAYINF(Td_1,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Td_n1_1 = DELAYINF(Td_2,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Td_n1_2 = DELAYINF(Td_4,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Td_n1_4 = DELAYINF(Td_6,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Td_n1_5 = DELAYINF(Td_5,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Te_1 = Fo*(Td_n1+Tf_1)+(1-2*Fo)*Te_n1
aux Te_2 = Fo_1*(Td_n1_1+Tf_2)+(1-2*Fo_1)*Te_n1_1
aux Te_4 = Fo_2*(Td_n1_2+Tf_3)+(1-2*Fo_2)*Te_n1_2
aux Te_5 = Fo_5*(Td_n1_5+Tf_6)+(1-2*Fo_5)*T5_n1_5
aux Te_6 = Fo_4*(Td_n1_4+Tf_5)+(1-2*Fo_4)*Te_n1_4
aux Te_n1 = DELAYINF(Te_1,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Te_n1_1 = DELAYINF(Te_2,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Te_n1_2 = DELAYINF(Te_4,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Te_n1_4 = DELAYINF(Te_6,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Tm100 = IF(70-(70-40)*100/L>18,70-(70-40)*100/L,18)
aux Tm20 = IF(70-(70-40)*20/L>18,70-(70-40)*20/L,18)
aux Tm40 = IF(70-(70-40)*40/L>18,70-(70-40)*40/L,18)
aux Tm60 = IF(70-(70-40)*60/L>18,70-(70-40)*60/L,18)
aux Tm80 = IF(70-(70-40)*80/L>18,70-(70-40)*80/L,18)
aux Ty = 2*Fo*(DELAYINF(Ta_n1,TIMESTEP,1,18)+DELAYINF(Bi0,1,1,9.6)*Tm0)+

(1-2*Fo-2*DELAYINF(Bi0,TIMESTEP,1,9.6)*Fo)*Ty_n1
aux Ty_0 = Ty
aux Ty_100 = T_y_100
aux Ty_20 = T_y_20
aux Ty_40 = T_y_40
aux Ty_60 = T_y_60
aux Ty_80 = T_y_80
aux Ty_n1 = DELAYINF(Ty,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ty_n1_1 = DELAYINF(T_y_20,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ty_n1_2 = DELAYINF(T_y_60,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ty_n1_3 = DELAYINF(T_y_40,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ty_n1_4 = DELAYINF(T_y_100,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ty_n1_5 = DELAYINF(T_y_80,TIMESTEP,1,18)
aux Ty12 =

IF(z12/2<20, Ty_0-(Ty_0-Ty_20)*z12/2/20,
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IF(z12/2<40, Ty_20-(Ty_20-Ty_40)*(z12/2-20)/20,
IF(z12/2<60,Ty_40-(Ty_40-Ty_60)*(z12/2-40)/20,
 IF(z12/2<80, Ty_60-(Ty_60-Ty_80)*(z12/2-60)/20, Ty_80))))

aux Ty23 =
IF((z12+z23/2)<20,Ty_0-(Ty_0-Ty_20)*(z12+z23/2)/20,
IF((z12+z23/2)<40,Ty_20-(Ty_20-Ty_40)*(z12+z23/2-20)/20,
IF((z12+z23/2)<60,Ty_40-(Ty_40-Ty_60)*(z12+z23/2-40)/20,
IF((z12+z23/2)<80,Ty_60-(Ty_60-Ty_80)*(z12+z23/2-60)/20,Ty_80))))

aux Ty34 =
IF((z12+z23+z34/2)<20,Ty_0-(Ty_0-Ty_20)*(z12+z23+z34/2)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34/2)<40,Ty_20-(Ty_20-Ty_40)*(z12+z23+z34/2-20)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34/2)<60,Ty_40-(Ty_40-Ty_60)*(z12+z23+z34/2-40)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34/2)<80,Ty_60-(Ty_60-Ty_80)*(z12+z23+z34/2-60)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34/2)<100,Ty_80-(Ty_100-Ty_80)*(z12+z23+z34/2-80)/20,
(Ty_80+Ty_100)/2)))))

aux Ty45 =
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45/2)<20,Ty_0-(Ty_0-Ty_20)*(z12+z23+z34+z45/2)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45/2)<40,Ty_20-(Ty_20-Ty_40)*(z12+z23+z34+z45/2-20)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45/2)<60,Ty_40-(Ty_40-Ty_60)*(z12+z23+z34+z45/2-40)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45/2)<80,Ty_60-(Ty_60-Ty_80)*(z12+z23+z34+z45/2-60)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45/2)<100,Ty_80-(Ty_100-Ty_80)*(z12+z23+z34+z45/2-80)/20,
(Ty_80+Ty_100)/2)))))

aux Ty56 = 
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2)<20,Ty_0-(Ty_0-Ty_20)*(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2)<40,Ty_20-(Ty_20-Ty_40)*(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2-20)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2)<60,Ty_40-(Ty_40-Ty_60)*(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2-40)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2)<80,Ty_60-(Ty_60-Ty_80)*(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2-60)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2)<100,Ty_80-(Ty_100-Ty_80)*
(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56/2-80)/20,(Ty_80+Ty_100)/2)))))

aux Ty67 =
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2)<20,Ty_0-(Ty_0-Ty_20)*
(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2)<40,Ty_20-(Ty_20-Ty_40)*
(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2-20)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2)<60,Ty_40-(Ty_40-Ty_60)*
(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2-40)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2)<80,Ty_60-(Ty_60-Ty_80)*
(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2-60)/20,
IF((z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2)<100,Ty_80-(Ty_100Ty_80)*
(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56+z67/2-80)/20,Ty_100)))))

aux U_00 = U12
aux U_100 =IF(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56<100,U67,IF(z12+z23+z34+z45<100,U56,

IF(z12+z23+z34<100,U45,IF(z12+z23<100,U34,IF(z12<100,U23,U12)))))
aux U_20 =IF(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56<20,U67,IF(z12+z23+z34+z45<20,U56,

IF(z12+z23+z34<20,U45,IF(z12+z23<20,U34,IF(z12<20,U23,U12)))))
aux U_40 =IF(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56<40,U67,IF(z12+z23+z34+z45<40,U56,

IF(z12+z23+z34<40,U45,IF(z12+z23<40,U34,IF(z12<40,U23,U12)))))
aux U_60 =IF(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56<60,U67,IF(z12+z23+z34+z45<60,U56,

IF(z12+z23+z34<60,U45,IF(z12+z23<60,U34,IF(z12<60,U23,U12)))))
aux U_80 =IF(z12+z23+z34+z45+z56<80,U67,IF(z12+z23+z34+z45<80,U56,

IF(z12+z23+z34<80,U45,IF(z12+z23<80,U34,IF(z12<80,U23,U12)))))
aux U12 = q_prim_12/dT_12/2/r_y/PI
aux U23 = q_prim_23/dT_23/2/r_y_1/PI
aux U34 = q_prim_34/dT_34/2/r_y_3/PI
aux U45 = q_prim_45/dT_45/2/r_y_2/PI
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aux U56 = q_prim_56/dT_56/2/r_y_5/PI
aux U67 = q_prim_67/dT_67/2/r_y_4/PI
aux x1 = .622*p1/(101325-p1)
aux x2 = .622*p2/(101325-p2)
aux x3 = .622*p3/(101325-p3)
aux x4 = .622*p4/(101325-p4)
aux x5 = .622*p5/(101325-p5)
aux x6 = .622*p6/(101325-p6)
aux x7 = .622*p7/(101325-p7)
aux z_12 = (x1-x2)*m_tl/m_c_prim_12
aux z_23 = (x2-x3)*m_tl/m_c_prim_23
aux z_34 = (x3-x4)*m_tl/m_c_prim_34
aux z_45 = (x4-x5)*m_tl/m_c_prim_45
aux z_56 = (x5-x6)*m_tl/m_c_prim_56
aux z_67 = (x6-x7)*m_tl/m_c_prim_67
const alfa_12 = 2.84e-5
const alfa_23 = 2.77e-5
const alfa_34 = 2.69e-5
const alfa_45 = 2.62e-5
const alfa_56 = 2.55e-5
const alfa_67 = 2.47e-5
const c1 = 5
const D_AB_12 = 3.17e-5
const D_AB_23 = 3.1e-5
const D_AB_34 = 3.03e-5
const D_AB_45 = 2.96e-5
const D_AB_56 = 2.89e-5
const D_AB_67 = 2.83e-5
const dx = 0.125
const dx_1 = 0.125
const dx_2 = 0.125
const dx_3 = 0.125
const dx_4 = 0.125
const dx_5 = 0.125
const h_fg12 = 2342000
const h_fg23 = 2354000
const h_fg34 = 2366000
const h_fg45 = 2378000
const h_fg56 = 2390000
const h_fg67 = 2402000
const k_l_12 = .0293
const k_l_23 = .0289
const k_l_34 = .0285
const k_l_45 = .0282
const k_l_56 = .0278
const k_l_67 = .0274
const kj = 1.5
const kj_1 = 1.5
const kj_2 = 1.5
const kj_3 = 1.5
const kj_4 = 1.5
const kj_5 = 1.5
const Pr_12 = .701
const Pr_23 = .702
const Pr_34 = .703
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const Pr_45 = .704
const Pr_56 = .704
const Pr_67 = .705
const r_y = .1
const r_y_1 = .1
const r_y_2 = .1
const r_y_3 = .1
const r_y_4 = .1
const r_y_5 = .1
const T1 = 70
const T2 = 65
const T3 = 60
const T4 = 55
const T5 = 50
const T6 = 45
const T6_4 = 18
const T7 = 40
const Tf_1 = 18
const Tf_2 = 18
const Tf_3 = 18
const Tf_5 = 18
const Tf_6 = 18
const Tm0 = 70
const viskositet_12 = 1.99e-5
const viskositet_23 = 1.94e-5
const viskositet_34 = 1.89e-5
const viskositet_45 = 1.84e-5
const viskositet_56 = 1.79e-5
const viskositet_67 = 1.74e-5
const z12 = 0
const z23 = 0
const z34 = 0
const z45 = 0
const z56 = 0
const z67 = 0
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AAppppeennddiixx  BB::  CCaallccuullaattiioonnss  ffoorr  tthhee  PPiippee  LLeennggtthh

Calculations for the 10:th hour
Variable Equation Unit n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6

                           Hour
Inlet h 10 10 10 10 10 10

cn m/s 5 4,5 4,2 3,9 3,7 3,5
Tn °C 70 65 60 55 50 45
pv,sat,n (4.1) Pa 31067 24935 19862 15696 12301 9556
xn (4.7) kg H2O/kg dry air 0,27504 0,20303 0,15165 0,11401 0,08594 0,06477
ρa,n (5.16) kg /m3 0,909 0,947 0,981 1,013 1,042 1,070
Outlet
Tn+1 °C 65 60 55 50 45 40
pv,sat,n+1 (4.1) Pa 24935 19862 15696 12301 9556 7356
xn+1 (4.7) kg H2O/kg dry air 0,20303 0,15165 0,11401 0,08594 0,06477 0,04869
ρa,n+1 (5.16) kg/m3 0,947 0,981 1,013 1,042 1,070 1,096
Meanvalues
T °C 67,5 62,5 57,5 52,5 47,5 42,5
pv,sat (4.1) Pa 27858 22276 17674 13910 10854 8394
x (4.7) kg H2O/kg dry air 0,23586 0,17528 0,13142 0,09897 0,07462 0,05618
ρa (5.16) kg/m3 0,928 0,964 0,997 1,028 1,056 1,083
ka W/m,K 0,02931 0,02894 0,02857 0,02820 0,02783 0,02746
hfg J/kg 2340310 2352440 2364440 2376440 2388440 2400440
DAB m2/s 3,18E-05 3,11E-05 3,04E-05 2,97E-05 2,90E-05 2,83E-05
αa m2/s 2,85E-05 2,78E-05 2,70E-05 2,63E-05 2,56E-05 2,48E-05
νa m2/s 2,00E-05 1,95E-05 1,90E-05 1,85E-05 1,80E-05 1,75E-05
Surface parameters
Ts (5.25) °C 62,39 55,39 50,30 46,00 41,97 38,15
pv,sat,s (4.1) Pa 22164 15991 12485 10058 8164 6661
ρs (5.16) kg/m3 0,965 1,010 1,041 1,065 1,086 1,106
rs m 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1
Soil parameters
ksoil W/m,K 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5
ρsoil kg/m3 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
cp,soil J/kg,K 1840 1840 1840 1840 1840 1840
αsoil (5.22) m2/s 4,08E-07 4,08E-07 4,08E-07 4,08E-07 4,08E-07 4,08E-07
rsoil m 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5
Hour 10 10 10 10 10 10
ReD,n (5.2) 50052 46531 44126 42474 41357 40636
Pr 0,701 0,702 0,703 0,703 0,704 0,705
f (5.4) 0,021 0,021 0,022 0,022 0,022 0,022
NuD (5.3) 104,4 98,7 94,8 92,1 90,3 89,1
hD (5.5) W/m2,K 15,3 14,3 13,5 13,0 12,6 12,2
∆T (5.6) °C 5,1 7,1 7,2 6,5 5,5 4,4
q'conv (5.7) W/m 49 64 61 53 44 33
Le (5.9) 0,897 0,894 0,890 0,885 0,881 0,876
hm (5.8) m/s 0,01600 0,01478 0,01386 0,01314 0,01256 0,01208
m''c (5.10) kg/s,m2 0,00058 0,00068 0,00060 0,00048 0,00037 0,00027
q'c (5.11) W/m 859 1007 893 723 562 410
Usoil (5.13) W/m2,K 9 9 9 9 9 9
q'c,out (5.12) W/m 325 398 364 302 239 177
q' (5.1) W/m 375 462 425 355 283 211
mda (5.15) kg/s 0,112 0,112 0,112 0,112 0,112 0,112
z (5.14) m 22,0 13,4 11,2 10,3 10,1 10,6
mc,tot kg/s 0,00807 0,00576 0,00422 0,00314 0,00237 0,00180
Interval n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1
ma,n (5.18) kg/s 0,143 0,135 0,129 0,125 0,122 0,119
ma,n+1 (5.17) kg/s 0,135 0,129 0,125 0,122 0,119 0,117
cn+1 (5.19) m/s 4,5 4,2 3,9 3,7 3,5 3,4
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AAppppeennddiixx  CC::  PPrreessssuurree  LLoosssseess  iinn  tthhee  IIrrrriiggaattiioonn  SSyysstteemm

Main Pipe
Flow Ram. Velocity Length Re f ∆p D

                        Unit
Section m3/s m/s m Pa m

1 F - S1 5,18 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
1 S1 - S2 5,18 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
2 S2 - S3 5,03 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
2 S3 - S4 5,03 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
3 S4 - S5 4,87 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
3 S5 - S6 4,87 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
4 S6 - S7 4,71 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
4 S7 - S8 4,71 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
5 S8 - S9 4,56 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
5 S9 - S10 4,56 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
6 S10 - S11 4,40 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
6 S11 - S12 4,40 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
7 S12 - S13 4,24 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
7 S13 - S14 4,24 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
8 S14 - S15 4,08 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
8 S15 - S16 4,08 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
9 S16 - S17 3,93 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
9 S17 - S18 3,93 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15

10 S18 - S19 3,77 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
10 S19 - S20 3,77 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
11 S20 - S21 3,61 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
11 S21 - S22 3,61 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
12 S22 - S23 3,46 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
12 S23 - S24 3,46 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
13 S24 - S25 3,30 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
13 S25 - S26 3,30 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
14 S27 - S28 3,14 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
14 S28 - S29 3,14 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
15 S29 - S30 2,98 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
15 S30 - S31 2,98 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
16 S31 - S32 2,83 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
16 S32 - S33 2,83 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
17 S33 - S34 2,67 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
17 S34 - S35 2,67 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
18 S35 - S36 2,51 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
18 S36 - S37 2,51 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
19 S37 -S38 2,36 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
19 S39 - S40 2,36 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
20 S40 - S41 2,20 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
20 S41 - S42 2,20 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
21 S42 - S43 2,04 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
21 S43 - S44 2,04 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
22 S44 - S45 1,88 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
22 S45 - S46 1,88 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
23 S46 - S47 1,73 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
23 S47 - S48 1,73 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
24 S48 - S49 1,57 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
24 S49 - S50 1,57 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
25 S50 - S51 1,41 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
25 S51 - S52 1,41 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
26 S52 - S53 1,26 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
26 S53 - S54 1,26 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
27 S54 - S55 1,10 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
27 S55 - S56 1,10 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
28 S56 - S57 0,94 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
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28 S57 - S58 0,94 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
29 S58 - S59 0,79 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
29 S59 - S60 0,79 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
30 S60 - S61 0,63 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
30 S61 - S62 0,63 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
31 S62 - S63 0,47 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
31 S63 - S64 0,47 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
32 S64 - S65 0,31 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
32 S65 - S66 0,31 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15
33 S66 - S67 0,16 0 5 2 284372 0,016 0,3 1,15
33 S67 - S68 0,16 0,1 5 284372 1,1 1,15

Drainage Pipe
Flow Ram. Velocity Length Re f ∆p D

m3/s m/s m Pa m

0,09 0 5 75 49456 0,035 164 0,2

Fan driving pressure PM-luft: BC020 Basic wing BCRW, liten
∆p V Effect
Pa m3/h W
212 18661 3000
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AAppppeennddiixx  DD::  CCaallccuullaattiioonnss  ffoorr  tthhee  DDrriinnkkiinngg--WWaatteerr  AApppplliiccaattiioonn

Calculating the inlet velocity for the PVC-pipe
Pipe inlet conditions Notes

Ti 70 °C
pi 31067 Pa eq. (4.1)
Dp 0,3 m
ci 1,3 m/s Assumed
ρ i 0,909 kg/m3 eq. (5.16)
L 50 m Through calculations in Appendix B
f 0,033 Through figure 8.2
Chimney inlet conditions
Ti,ch 40 °C
pi,ch 7356 Pa eq. (4.1)
Dch 1 m
ci,ch 0,10 m/s
ρ i,ch 1,096 kg/m3 eq. (5.16)
m ch 0,084 kg/s eq. (5.18)
cp,a 1010 J/kg,°C
H 3 m
Ts 60 °C
Sun's heat contribution
qsun 3770 W
Outside conditions
Tout 25 °C
ρουτ 1,1614 kg/m3

cwind 2 m/s
ka,out 0,0263 W/m,K
vout 1,59E-05 m2/s
Reout 1,26E+05 eq. (5.2)
Prout 0,707
Prs 0,703
Outside convection
Nuout 262,9 eq. (9.9)
hD,out 6,9 W/m2,K eq. (5.5)
qout 2280,9 W eq. (9.8)
The received outlet temperature
To,ch 57,6 °C eq. (9.11)
Mean density in chimney
pch,o 17793 Pa eq. (4.1)
ρch,o 0,996 kg/m3 eq. (5.16)
ρmean 1,046 kg/m3 eq. (9.6)

Suction
∆psun 3,39 Pa eq. (9.1)
∆pwind 0,58 Pa eq. (9.2)
Pressure Drop
∆parea 0,64 Pa eq. (9.4)
∆pf,s 0,00 Pa eq. (8.5)
∆pret 0,32 Pa eq. (8.4)
∆pf,p 4,23 Pa eq. (8.5)
∆pacc,ch 0,00 Pa eq. (8.4)
The real velocity
ci 1,29 m/s eq. (9.12), new value


